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Student
Newpaper

Open Auditions For Children 'S Play Slat;ed
Pan American University's Communications Department is announcing
open auditions for its upcoming Children's Theatre
production of "Story Theatre." Open auditions are
slated for Monday, Dec. 5,
from 6-10 p.m. in the
Studio Theatre on the PAU
campus.
"Anyone interested in
auditioning should drop by
the Studio Theatre and try
out. I am looking for energetic, imaginative people
who work well together and
are interested in Children's
Theatre,"
said
Harv
Barkowsky, director of the
production.

Story Theatre is a dramatization ·of the most famous
Grimm's Fairy Tales and
Aesop's Fables specifically
designed for children of all
ages. "The play is a magic
carpet ride through some of
the most beloved fairy tales
ever written. The stories and
parables are set to lively
movements and modern
music that make the stories
even more vivid and colorful.
Some of the famous stories that will be staged are
"Henny
Penny,"
"The
Golden Goose," and "The
Bremen Town Musicians."
We suggest each child should
bring an adult because the
play will delight the young-

ster of 62 as well as the
youngster of six," said Liz
Barkowsky, co-ordinator of
Pan American Children's
Theatre (PACT ), the sponsoring group for the production.
"This is Pan American
University's first Children's
Theatre production in several years," stated Marian
Monta, Communications Department chairman. "There
is another children's theatre
play currently being produced in the Valley, about
Winnie the Pooh, bu t it is
being produced by an independent group, Theatre Unlimited, which has no connection with the University.

It is being shown at the Fine
Arts auditorium, under the
sponsorship of the American Association of University Women, but it is not being produced by our department.
We have been getting a
number of phone calls about
the play, and we want to .
clear up any misunderstanding on the part of Valley
audiences. Our first children's show will come in
February."
For information concerning "Story Theatre," please
call the Communications Department of Pan Am during
regular university hours at
381-358 I.

Forensics Squad Earns 16 Awards
The PAU Forensics Tra- contestants in seven differveling Squad, directed by R. ent speaking events and the
Neal Rieke, instructor of team placed in each event.
speech
communication, Nine of the traveling squad
came away from the 30th members received su perior
annual Southwest Texas and/or excellent speaking
State University Intercollegi- ·awards. Out of these nine
ate Speech Festival with 16 individual winners, six are
first year squad members
individual speaking awards.
and two of the six competed
Thirty major and minor for the very first time in such
universities and colleges tra- . a festival.
veled to San Marcos on Nov.
The three veteran forensic
18-19 to compete in debate,
members set the pace
public address and oral inter- squad
for the others to follow.
oretation events.
Marco Adams of Sharyland
Rieke said he was very charged ahead with a supepleased with Pan Am's over- rior award in open category
all showing. Pan Am entered interpretation and excPllent

111D•I QUEEI - VIima lhnchlai, smil• lftlr btlnt
crowned Bronco Queen last Friday. Menchaca was crowned at
halftime of the Broncs-Air Force homecoming basketball game.
The 20-year-old junior from Donna was sponsored by the Delta Zeta
sorority. Velma Gonzalez, sponsored by the Veterans Organization
and Susana Rodriguez, sponsoretl by CAMP, were named first and
second runners-up respectively. A total of 15 girls vied for the
title.

,

awards in dramatic literature
and poetry interpretation.
Joe Salazar of Mercedes
showed his ability in capturing excellent awards in poetry interpretation and extemporaneous
speaking.
Virgina Rodriguez of Edcouch-Elsa displayed her
forensic talent by taking
excellent awards in original
poetry interpretation and
persuasive speaking.
The six first-year university forensic squad competitors broke into the intercollegiate forensics society
with a bang. This was especially encouraging for Rieke

as he has set a personal goal
for Pan Am to be among the
leaders in the intercollegiate
forensic league by the end
of this scholastic year.
Alma Chapa of Sharyland transferred her winning
ways in speaking events
from the high school forensic
circle to the university setting by sweeping two excellent awards in poetry and
open category interpretation.
Sylvia Meckel of Sharyland
displayed diverse talent in
forensicsby placing excellent awards in dramatic lit(Sr ~ F o renslct p. 2)

10 Elect;ed To Senat;e Positions
By Leticia Diaz

Student Senate elections
held Nov. 21 and 22, resulted in ten officially elected
senators and two pending
certification of the commission, according to Sam
Saldivar, Pan American Student's Association president.

Exam Schedule
DAY CLASSES
Friday, December 9 (Dead Day--only the following exams are approved.)
Math. 1336 classes, Basic Algebra
7 :45 - 9:30
Math. 1330 classes, Basic Mathematics
9:45 - 11 :30
Math. 1340 classes, College Algebra
1 2 :45 - 2:30
Monday, December 12
7:45 - 9:30
9:45 - 11 :30
12:45 • 2:30
2:45 · 4:30

MWF-4 classes
TT-4 classes
MWF-6 classes
MWF-9 classes

(10:45
( 1 :00
(12:45
( 3:45

Tuesday, December 13
7:45 • 9:30
9:45-11:30
12:45 · 2:30
2:45 · 4:30

MWF-3 classes
TT-3 classes
TT-1 classes
TT-7 clesses

( 9:45 · 10:35)

Wednesday, December 14
7:4 5 • 9:30
9:45-1 1 :30
12:45 · 2:30
2:45 · 4:30

MWF-2 classes
MWF-7 classes
TT-2 classes
MWF-8 classes

8:45 • 9:35)
1 :45 • 2:35)
9:10 • 10:25)
2:45 • 3:35)

Thursday, December 1 5
7:45 · 9:30
9:45 • 11 :30
12:45 · 2:30
2:45 · 4:30

MWF-5 classes
TT ·5 classes
MWF-1 classes
TT-6 cl asses

•
·
•

11 :35)
2:1 15)
1 :315)
4:35)

(11 :35 -12:50)
( 7:46 • 9:00)
( 5:15 • 6:30)

(1 1 :45
( 2:25
( 7:45
( 3:50

·
•
•

12:35)
3:40)
8:35)
5:05)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time.
Evening classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class time beginning
on Friday,, Decembe, 9, 1977, and ending on Thursday, December 15, 1977.

Elected to the School of
Humanities were: Dagoberto
Barrera received a total of
23 votes. Diana Elsa Cantu
received 25 votes. Cantu is a
senior majoring in Spanishsociology.

Elected to the School of
Education were: Trecia
Parish, who is a freshman.
Parish is pesen tly serving as
scholarship chairman for
Delta Zeta sorority. Velma
Menchaca, recently elected
Bronco Queen at PAU
Broncs opening game, received a total of 110 votes.
Menchaca is a junior who is
presently serving as student
Senator.
In the School of Business
those elected were: Arnold
Garza, senior, receiving a total of 153 votes. Garza is a
member of Alpha Kappa Psi
and the Veteran's organization. Roy Cantu, junior,
received 154 votes. Cantu is
presently serving on the social service committee of
Alpha Kappa Psi.
In the School of Science
and Math elected was
Celedonio Ortega with 51
votes. Ortega is a freshman
and is also a member of
CAMP and Alpha Kappa Psi
Omega. Roel Cantu, junior,
received three votes. Cantu
is a member of Alpha Kappa
Psi, and is majoring in Business.

In the Graduate Division
elected was Charles Carr,
who received two votes.
Carr served as student Senator and president pro ternpore this year.
Elected for the Men's
Dormitories was Alexios
Papalexis. Papalexis Ninfa
Villegas, junior, was appointed to serve for a the
Women's
Dormitories.
Villegas received 20 votes.
The two pending certification in the School of Social Science were: Leslie
Gower who received 1 I
votes: and Cande Ontiveros,
who received 12 votes.

Applications for Allied
Health Division and Studentsat-Large Senate positions can be picked up now
till Jan. 2 7, according to
Saldivar. Anyone interested
in these positions may pick
up
an application at
PAUSA's office.
After the applications are
turned in, the senate will review these applications and
then determine who will be
appointed.
Dec. 8, Student Senate
will have its first meeting.
For more information concerning this meeting, contact Judy Flores, vice-president of PA USA.

j
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Ohio Plagen Coneert Rescheduled
The Ohio Players concert has been re-scheduled
for Dec. 4 at 8 p.m. at the PAU Field House, according to Tony Vela, University Center.
Tickets may be purchased at University Center
room 205. Student tickets will be $5 with proper
indentificaiton. General admission tickets are $7 and
will be sold on the day of the concert starting at 7
P, m. at the PAU Field House Box windows.

Otedt Your Blood Pretlllllre Frida/,
Dec. 2 from 8 a.m. • 4 p.m., the Student Health
Service will be sponsoring a Blood Pressure Clinic on
campus, according to Dora Castillo, coordinator of
Student Health Service.
.l.11 students, faculty and staff are invited to come
by room I 05 of Emilia Hall to have their blood pressure checked.
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ERA Eddorial

Editorials •••

' CoW.d Have SeriousAdverse Effects'
By Rudy Juarez

Women's liberation is a
move by women to obtain
jobs and salaries comensurate with those of their
male counterparts. This resulted in the passage by
Congress of the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) in 1972.
Good jobs and good pay
for women are fine, except
that the ERA, if passed,
could have serious adverse
effects. For instance, it
could invalidate as many as
1,000 already existing state
laws designed to protect women. Women would be subject to military draft for the
first time. (Efforts to exempt
them were defeated in the
Senate.)
In divorce actions, judges
can be expected to require
alimony from women more
often than they do at present. Men might have a better chance to win child
custody than they do now,
and child support would not
necessarily be primarily the
responsibility of men.

FLAIi - Pin American's 111W .... (bottonl) -

-

tflt

~pus. The flag was designed by Lucina So in a contest last spring.
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The Pan Aiwlcan fflldent , _ C 4 IF at Pan , . _ . . .
Unlwenity publilhed by Student ""'11cetloN, Emilia Hell
100, ~ 381-2541, at Edlnbu'I, T - 7Nlt,-" Thun-

lMY MCePt durl. . ueminatloN.., holldeyt under Dr.

M••

....,__ Yice pnliclent for ltUdent.., uniwerllty .effaln, ..,
Herry Quin. advlNf. Views prwnlld . . 1holl of etuden11
and do not - i l y reflect thoee of the Unlwerllty edmlniltmion. Sublcriptlon price by mail. 13 , YMt, $1.&0 per
NtMSter. Contributions and I.nan lhould be 111bmln.d by
noon the Friday before publlcetion.

Pan American
.tla11ified AdsNEED RESEARCH
PAP-ER
T YPED? Call 383-0413 wenln911.
Addr-raWanted lmmedlatelvl
Work at home-no expetlence
nec-•rv➔xcellent PIY. Write
American Service, 8350 Perk •
Lane, Suite 269, Dall•, Tx
_75231

_

TERM PAPERS TYPED.

687-2850

C.11

Cl•alfled rate la 20 cents -~ line
with a minimum of $1 for each
lnaenlon, payable In edvence.
Bring ad copy to The Pen American, Emilia Hall 100. Oeedllne la
Friday noon. To eatlmata cost
count 25 lettera and apaces to •
llna.

, Letter Policy\
• Tha Pan American wel•
come• lettera to the editor.
Lattera aubmltted ahould be
f<ept to e maximum of 250
words in length and ahould
be free of obacene or I lbeloua
materiel.
The edlto r reserves the
r'9ht to edit letters, but preserve the Intent of the writer.
When nece1Hry en editor'•
note mev be uaed to explain
the purpoae of the latter.
All lettera aubmltted for
publlcetlon mun be 1'9ned.
Letters mun be turned In no
later than noon the Frid av
befora publlcetlon et Emilia
Hall.

xou
+hiNI< I iook funny?
'f!ove yo'-' looked ar you~-
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"I just want equal pay.

I don't care about all those
other things," admitted a
female journalist with the
Pan American staff. The
fact is, the opportunities
for better jobs and better
pay have existed for sometime. Unfortunately, women have not been too
quick to take up the challenges presented by those
opportunities. Women's liberation groups are quick to
label this "discrimination"
against women. However,
Joyce Teitz, a lawyer and
one of the most resourceful
lobbyists in Washington
feels, "Medical schools don't
really have to discriminate
against women; few women
ever get to the point of
applying."
Why do women give up

opportunities for professional success? Teitz explains
that women take up marriage as a way to escape
from tedious menial jobs.
"The careers we worked
toward in college seem unattainable, and most of us
would rather wash the socks
of a man we love than type
the letters of a man we
hardly know," she says.
Teitz also blames the media for deluging women with
stereotype images, or what
she calls "dismaying images
of women." ''We have the
happy housewife who finds
fulfillment in the sparkle of
her dishes and the dazzle
of her linens, bliss in the
caress of her detergents. Occasionally, the media presents us with a woman who
has a choice between true
love and a career, is rewarded if she lapses into
love, and punished if she
perseveres at work."
The point is, women can
be liberated, happily mar. ried professionals. Teitz con·
tends that, "Children won't
wilt because mother leaves

them with someone else
some of the time." Also,
she feels, "Children of mothers who work adapt easily
to their mothers' absences.
When women accept new
roles they carve out for
themselves, their husbands,
children and colleagues accept their roles too."
The final argument is the
ERA as written would do
more harm than good. Women can still enjoy the advantages of the present
laws without the confusion
that will come about if the
ERA is ratified. What wo•
men need is not an amendment to the Constitution ,
but an amendment to their
own lifestyles. Women must
use their intelligence, talents,
and energies to meet the difficulties they face in life.
Their difficulties are no
smaller or easier than those
other people face. Many
women who are enjoying
successful careers are doing
so, not because they are
exceptional, rather they have
become exceptional by
meeting tl\e challenge.

'Why Cancel The \.Alf'~
F11t..--~rt?'
•
By Leticia Diaz

Student Public.tlon of '8n ~lean Unlwnlty

EDITOR •••• • ,
ASSOC. ED • • • .
SPORTS ED • • • •
REPORTERS •••

Social Security requirements would have to be
changed. For instance, men
retiring before age 65 get
smaller pensions now than
do women in the same
situation. With the ERA
this would change.

Going back to the Ohio Players concert, since not
enough tickets were sold, the concert had to be rescheduled
Did you hear the rumor of UCPC bringing down KC and · for
another date. What happens if once again not enough
the Sunshine Band? Probably not. Try asking you·rself this
tickets
axe sold? Will the concert be cancelled with no
question first. Did you buy a ticket to the Ohio Players
concert? If you did not then you have no business asking future date?
Now that I think of it the blame is not entirely on the
for a larger band since you cannot support the bands UCPC
students but on the publicity committee. I added up how
brings down for you, the students.
I've heard people complain UCPC never brings down any many times the concert was publicized on radio stations in
worthwhile bands. Now it is quite obvious why they don't. one week and was embarrased to find only five promos. No
Why even try wnen the students aren't going to show any wonder there are not enough tickets being sold. If radio
interest in any of their concerts! I complained about this stations aren't broadcasting the announcement at least once
myself last year. I wasn't convinced until I attendee: The every fourth hour, how do they expect to receive any reAndrea True Connection concert sponsored by UCPC last sponse from the public?
So students the fault is not just yours. But for next time
April. People were saying this concert was going to be a
flop. Ignoring all this talk and determined, I attended this consider this: UCPC need~ vour cooperation to be able
to bring any bands. Valleywide we do not have a large inconcert. The concert was a great success.
Students from last year had also informed me that Barry door auditorium that will hold 12,000 persons yet we do
Manilow and Barry White were Sl!ppose to give a Concert have you, the students, who can have that interest to attend
·
in Brownsville sometime last year. Unfortunately these these concerts sponsored by UCPC.
I don't really mind having to 20 upstate or even out-of.
concerts were cancelled since not enough tickets were sold.
Did I ever boil! To think I could have had a chance to see state just to attend a concert. Still it would feel great to
these two widely known musicians just right here at brag saying, "I attended a Ohio Players concert right here
in our own university's field house.
Brownsville.

Old Pictures, New Book ·
By
Douglas Campbell
At long last, the students
at Pan American received,
the 1977-78 catalog. The
long delay, as I heard it, was
due to a mix-up with the
post office. It really wasn't
the students who suffered
from the delay, but the incoming applicants who felt
the inconvenience the most.
Despite all that, the cata•
log at first glance is impressive. It is an attractive cover
opening to the slogan "An
Unbroken Circle." Although
a catchy slogan, I was left
with some doubt as to the
meaning and validity.
The catalog has one addition that I'm sure everyone

Y,ot.A deserve a lau3hj well;
1/et's shoo+For f-he b;q I-F
+;mes. ANd :yve.. our-s-e
th~ee /qu9Ks. 0

•

---"

was glad to see. The course
description section is a
handy and vital feature the
old catalog lacked.
One feature that was a
little bothersome was the
use of old pictures. I found
several pictures that were in
the old catalog, and a few of
students that aren't even attending Pan Am this year. A
small point, but I think a
new and up-to-date catalog
should use new and up-todate pictures.
On the whole I think the
catalog improved over the
last one, mainly due to the
addition of the course description section.

Forensics

(continued from p, 1)

erature, poetry interpretation and extemporaneous
speaking. Rico Saldivar of
McAllen tied down an excellent award in dramatic literature.
John Franz of McAllen
unleashed his debating skills
and talent and scored an excellent award in novice debate. Franz's partner, Danny
Garza of Edinburg who
competed for the first time
ever in debate and coached
by Franz, showed potential
and ability in capturing an
excellent award in novice
debate.
Finally, Thelma Solis of
Harlingen who had never

been involved in a competitive speaking event, earned
an excellent award in open
category interpretation.
" I am extremely proud
of this young team," Rieke
said. "They are a fine group
of talented people who are
easy to work with and are
anxious to be successful in
all of their endeavors. This
festival has given them the
self-confidence that they
were seeking. With more
practice and fine-tuning this
team will go far, bringing pride to themselves, Pan
Am and their respective
families and communities."

Vcu don 1+ + l/1/k f/,at 's
fi,41"\ n , le-+ ,y, e as k you.·
Do y~u hc:ive a sense of
h<Arrior?
0

0
0
()
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OuiBtanding Young Women In America

List Includes Two From P AU

ewsbitsCont'

Art Clllb ShOU) and Sak Underway

<

Two staff members at
Pan American Univen.ity
are being recognized as Outstanding Young Women of.
America in the 1977 annual
awards publication edited
by the organization of the
same name.
Dr. Martha Cruz, associate dean of students, and
Clementina Cantu, director
of the High School Equivalency Program (HEP), have
been chosen based on leadership ability, service to
community and professional
achievement. Selection is
made _by a national advisory
board, after individuals are
nominated by ,local prominent individuals, according to
Dr. Gilbert de los Santos,
dean of-students at Pan Am.
Dr. Cruz earned her bachelor's degree from Southwest
Texas State University and
her master's degree from St.
Mary's University. Her PhD

in American studies is from
St. Louis University. She also studied at Stephens College in Columbia, Mo.
Before becoming associate dean of students, Dr.
Cruz taught at PAU and on
the high school level.
Among Dr. Cruz' published works is a book coau thor_ed by her husband,
Dr. Gilbert Cruz, assistant
professor of history at Pan
Am, entitled "A Century of
Service: The Catholic in the
Lower Rio Grande Valley."
Dr. Cruz is a member of
the Texas Association of
Women Deans, Phi Alpha
Theta, American Studies
Association, National Association of Student Personnel
Administrators, Southwest
Association of Student Personnel Administrators and
has served as consultant for
various school districts. As
associate dean of students,

Dr. Cruz' duties include
coordinating student organzations on the campus and
sponsoring the Panhellenic
council.
Cantu earned her bachelor's and master's degrees
at Our Lady of the Lake
College in San Antonio. She
is certified by the Texas
Education Agency in elementary education, counseling and administration. She
has served as a teacher, counselor and administrator. Before serving as HEP director,
Cantu taught bilingual elementary education, was a
Pan Am counselor and was
an administrator for the
McAllen Independent School
District.
Currently, Cantu is president for the National Association of HEP-College
Assistance Migrant Program
organizations. She has served
as a member of the National
Eduation Association, Texas

State Teacher's Association,
Texas Personnel Guidance
Association and the Rio
Grande Valley Personnel
and Guidance Association.
She also served as graduate
class
representative for
Our Lady of the Lake College Alumni Association and
the Women's Committee of
the Edinburg Chamber of
Commerce.
Cantu has acted as consultant to the Texas Association of School Boards
and Texas Migrant workshops and served on the task
force to the National Education Association Migrant
Education planning meeting
held in Washington, D. C.
Her most significant contribution, accordin2 to Dean
de los Santos, is the organization and administration of
a successful HEP program to
serve · Rio Grande Valley
youth at Pan Am.

October Rotary Sw,,Ient:s Sel.ected
In its continued effect to the University as a student
recognize citizenship, scho- senator for the School of
larship, service and leader- Science and Math, chairman
ship in students enrolled at of senate investigation comPan American University, mittee, senate president prothe Edinburg Rotary Club tempore, and as student
honored two university stu- body vice president 1976-77.
Flores is a member of
dents at a Rotary Club lunDeta Zeta Sorority and
cheon on Nov. 10.
The two students hon- Youn_g Democrats. She is alored as the October Rot@ry so reporting-secretary of
Students' of the month were Delta Zeta S9r-0fity, and coSam Saldivar Jr., and Judi . editor of the Inter-American
Flores, Pan American Stu- Institute newsletter.,She has
dents Association president served -the University as a
and vice president, respec- student senator for' the
School of Social · Sciences,
tively.
Saldivar is a member of chairman · of senate special
Alpha Phi Omega service events committee, chairman
fraternity and Young Demo- of senate information comcrats. He is also vice presi- mittee, and a PAUSA secdent of Phi Kappa Tau and retary-treasurer I 9 76-71.
Two university students
a Delta Zeta sorority big
brother. Throughout his ten- will be honored every two
ure at Pan Am he has served months by the Edinburg

Rotary Club at a luncheon
wh~re club members will become acquainted with the
students and their accomplishments.
The students are chosen
through a joint effort of the
Edinburg Rotary Club, with
the
efforts
of Lucas
Hinojosa, CAMP, director
and the Students' Association committee for university and community affairs.
Students will be primarily
considered on the basis of
accomplishments for the
benefit of Pan American
University, campus organizations, and the community.
Any interested student
may pick up an application
in the University Center 314.
Once the application is completed and returned, the
committee will keep it on

file for the duration of the
semester. Once such an application is available to the
committee for review, the
applicant will be considered
as mai;v times as necessary
during that same semester.
Students may come by
the University Center 3 I 4
at any time and update information on file.
For further information
call the Students' Association office at 381-2661 or
contact Lucas Hinojosa at
381-3111.

The secoQ.d annual Art Club-sponsored Christmas
Show and Sale began Nov. 28 and will continue
through Dec. 8, in the Gallery Second floor, announced Nancy Prince, head of the Art Department.
The show will run from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. The art
works will be from many different media. These are
original drawings, paintings, sculptures, ceramics,
jewelry, crafts and prints done by Pan American
art majors, faculty and artists.
For information concerning the sales of these
art pieces, call the Art Department office at 3813141.
There will be a reception for all faculty and students in the 1\rt Gallery room 227 of the Fine Arts
Complex at 10:30-11 :30 a.m. today.
The reception is to open the annual art show and
sale.

<1>mJwng Film 1b Be Shoun Fridag
A film entitled, "Livi!lg Machines," will be presented Dec. 2 at 3 p.m. m the Business Administration auditorium.
The film ~ill be presented by the student chapter
?f the Ass_oc1aton for Computing Machinery, accordmg to DaVId Glaser, chairman of the chapter.

Choir Chrislmas Program &t
The patio of the Fine Arts Complex at Pan American University will be the scene for a Christmas program by the Pan American University Choir on Dec.
5, 1977 at 8:15 p.m. Chai.rs will be provided for the
a~dience, and. in case of bad weather, the program
will be moved mto the Recital Hall.
The Choir is under the direction of Ray K.
Drakeley.
Word sheets will be provided for the audience to
participate in the Carol Sing that will close the progran:i .. According to Drakeley, "the Carols will be
familiar, and I hope everyone will sing their hearts
out."
. D!. Joh~ Raimo will accompany on the piano, and
lightmg assistance will be by Dr. James Hawley of the
Communications Department.
There is no admission charge and the public is
'
cordially invited to attend.

Testing Dates Anno1D1ced
A second week of personal orientation inventory testing has been set up by the
School of Education for all
of the indicated students
who did not take the test
during the week of Nov. I 416, according to Dr. Charles
Parkinson, physical education professor.

. Since the testing program
1s now a School of Education requirement, all freshmen and sophomore students who are planning to
enter into any area of the
teacher training program are

'
expected
to participate, he
said.
. , The . purpose of the POI
test is to provide an initial
assessment in a counseling
and guidance program. The
Learning Assistance Center
is cooperating with the
School of Education in the
couseling program and will
contact each student during
the second semester concerning test interpretation and
possible recommended counseling.
All information will, of
course, be treated confidentially, and will not be in-

eluded in the student's permanent file folder, Parkinson
said. However, tentative
plans are to exclude any student who fails to participate
from enrollment in education course work.
The testing schedule for
the week of Dec. 5-9 is as
follows: Dec. 5-periods 1-8
(except period 3), Dec. 6periods 1-5 , Dec. 7--Periods
1-8 (exept period 3) Dec. 8periods 1-5 and Dec. 9--periods 1-8 (except period 3).
Testing will start at the beginning of each period.

Ningunas otras palabras dicen tanto a• expresar"
la amistad, la alegria y un buen gozo durante esta
temporada que "Feliz Navidad." Lo decimos para
dar a entender "hola, que gusto me da al verte", o
"hasta luego." Pero aqu i lo enviamos para decir
gracias, m ii gracias!
. Mil gracias a Ustedes, todos nuestros amigos y
chentes que han ayudado hacer este aiio tan
dichoso para nosotros. Que Dios los bendiga y le
decimos de todo corazon

FET,TZ NAVIDAD
y
PROSPERO
-------111.t--. ANO NUEVO

Ely Walker
Dan Post

Texas
ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
OPEN

MON.-SAT.
6AM ·'f O
CLOSED SUNOAy .

9PM

LES INVITA AURORA CAVAZOS
524 W. Universit', Drive
383-9124
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Professional Acting Company
Comes To Perform At PAU

I

The Communications Department of Pan American
University is bringing Broadway to Edinburg. The Acting Company of New York
will be in residence at Pan
American University Jan.
19-21,1978.
J

"We are very pleased to
bring this exciting professional company to Edinburg. Their appearance will
mark the first time a truly
first-rate professional touring group will be in the Valley," said Marian Monta,
Communications
Department Chairman.
The Acting Company is a
permanent professional en-

..
q

semble which tours a repertory of classical and modem
plays coast to coast, and offers teaching demonstrations
and workshops as part of its
touring program. The only
permanent company in
America which combines all
of these features, the Company is now in its sixth season under the artistic direction of its founder, the noted
producer-director-actor,
Job&. Houseman and the dished director, Gerald
F'A-.e'dman.

special "Christmas Advanced
Ticket," that will admit the
patron to all three evening
performances for a reduced
rate. If the patron purchases
individual tickets for each
performance, the price will
be considerably higher. The
special "Christmas Advanced
Ticket" is an exciting, different Christmas gift idea
for friends or relatives wh9
love the theatre. These ad
vanced tickets must be purchased by Dec. 16, 1977.
Individual tickets for the
plays will not go on sale until after January I , 1978.

As a service to our patrons and our Valley theatregoers, the Communications
During their residency,
Department is offering a The Acting Company will

present exciting theatrical
workshops as well as three
professional plays presented
each evening.
"Chapeau," a new musical by Alfred Uhry and
Robert Waldman, will be
presented Jan. 19, "Mother
Courage and Her Children"
by Bertolt Brecht, will be
presented Jan. 20, and
""King Lear" by William
9hakespeare, will be pre~ented Jan. 21.
For information concerning the Christmas Advanced
Ticket and the Acting Company, contact the Communications Department of
Pan American University
at 381-3581.

Piper AuxudNomineesAnnounced
AfTERIOOI BREAK - Studentl n lillleUttld llliftlt toffll
of the many trees on campus.

Give the guy in the next
lane the "HI" sign!

Dr. Eduardo Barrera, Dr.
J. E. Grantz and Dr. Opal T.
White were selected as Pan
Americans' nominees for
~he 1978 Piper Professor
Awards sponsored by the
Minnie Stevens Piper Foundation, according to Dr. J. C.
Nichols, vice president for
Academic Affairs.
The award, along with
$1,000 is given annually to
IO perso~_s throughout the

state of Texas. According to Who's Who, special awards,
Dr. Nichols, each college or grants received and service
university nominates mem- to off campus community.
bers of its own institution;
Dr. Barrera is an associthe number of nominees • ate professor in the Foreign
thoy can present for the Languages Department. He
award depends on the size has studied at several univerof the institution.
sities including: Pan American, Maryland, Colorado
The Piper Foundation is and Puerto Rico. He is past
primarily interested in iden- vice chairman of the Pan
tifying and honoring effec- Am Athletic Council and
tive and dedicated teachers. has 12 years of teaching exThe following list is among perience here at Pan Am.
the factors that determine
J. E. Gratz, professor of
who will get the award: Business
Administration,
rank of nominee, supervi- holds a master's degree in
sory duties, student organi- Business Education from
zations or scholastic frater- the University of Pennsylnities he sponsored, mem- vania. He was director of Dibership in honor and profes- vision of Business at Shipsional societies, listing in pensburg State College for

IO years, and was editor of
the National Business Education Quarterly.
Dr. White is an associate
professor of speech communications. She holds a
BA from the University of
Iowa and an MA from
North Texas State University. Both degrees are in the
field of speech and theatre.
She developed the course
speech 1300, Speech Improvement for the Bilingual
Spanish Speaking Student,
and completed a text book
for bilingual students taking
Speech 1300.
The three nominees were
selected by the Faculty
Senate from IO finalists.

Danforth Graduate

Vii¥~ ~~~?~~~~o

\~

~~

"Try'em You'll Love 'em."
Mrs.

q. Own

Reclples

• Delicious Mexican Plat81
. Home Made Flour Tortlllas
. Take Hom• by Pint or Que
• Tortlllas by Th• Dozen

~-~

383·0125 Elllnburg
ecrOIS fro,n P.:A.V.
682-3176 MCAiien
corner of 2lrd &
Pecan

i.:ellowsh1p IS a program des1gn_ed to award aid to minonty graduate students
who are preparing to be college teachers. About 25 per
cent of the fellowships are
expected to. be award~d to
Bla?ks, Mex_1can-Amencans,
n~t1ve Amencans and P1:1erto
R1cans, and th_e remamd~r
of the fellowships are availa~le to pe~ons from any racial or ethic group. Fellow-

Messages:

• Brights
• Help
• Blinkers on • I'm lost
• No
• You idiot!
• Yes
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Thonks

Wonna porty?
You're cute!
Pull over
Are you ottached?
Follow me
I love you!

• Get lost
• By&
• Same to you turkey!
• Take me I'm yours
• Let me poss
• Get off my toil
• Plus two blanks for
your OY'n messages.

CAN YOU IDENTIFY 'ffl£SB FOUR.. PBQP.t.£
WITH THE SMILES ON THBI- FACB.11
NOTHING Tu IT!!!!!

~

No. 2 is a ataff member at PAU, banks at Nati()nal
Bank of Commerce, Edinbur1, and just found out
how low their inatallmebt loan rat«- are.
No. 3 and No. 4 arc ltudenta at PAU bank at (you
guessed it~ ~ational Bank of Commeree, Edinbur1,
~d are thinking about the special Nll(: student cbeckUll accounts and student loan proeram..
WE'D LIKE TO PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE TOOi
WHY NOT GIVE US A CALL OR DROP BY?

11

Ce■trt-Phn

lfnr lrlH

■1ll-l1r1t11

"

Welcomes All PAU Students and
Staff. To see their complete
· e of auto accessories. Bring Ad
and get a

10%

Discount
we accept

"THE MONEY MANAGER"S BANIC..

National
Bank of

l1 P1111 ■1ll- ■cAll11
Alll11l1..•lrew1nlllt

Auto Supply

No. I is a PNJJ~ at PAU, and just opened. aa
account at National Bank of Commerce, ~burs.

For those drivers who want to get tneir ~
messages ac·ross and don't have a lot" of

money to spend. . .. here's the '~poor
man's C.B.! 21 printed messages on a
light paddle sign turn you into the silvertongued wizard of the highway. Get to
know that attractive motorist next to you
or let the road hog in front of you know
how you feel.

~~~r~,~~~•ndmo,ol
persons who are post-baccal- va1ues. 1 ne specitic requircaureate as well as to college ments include: transcripts,
seniors.
letters of recommendation,
The fellowship pays for a personal statement, and
a student's tuition and fees Graduate Record Examinaand also allows for a livine; tion scores.
stipend, which is workc..t
Seniors and graduate stuout on an individual basis. dents must apply directly to
The fellowship is renewable the Danforth Graduate Felfot up to four years.
lowship Program. ApplicaAwards are made on a tions or further information
basic criteria of academic may be requested from: The
accomplishment and intel- Danforth Foundation, 222
lectualpromise,commitment Sou~h Ct:ntral. Avenue, St.
to teaching, personal quali- Louis, M1ssoun, 63105, or
ties likely to make for an ef- <:all 314-862-6200. Dea~fective career in the teach- Imes for 1978-79 academic
ing profession, and a deter- year for undergraduates is
mination to have on<.': .,;areer Nov. 1S, 1977, and for
and professional li,'e in- graduates Dec. 9, 1977 .

Commerce.

P.O. Box 660/ Edinburg, Texas 78539/ 512 383-0171

421 South Main

McAllen._Texas
682-3291

,r=,r:::::,-,::
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At Homecoming Hall-time

Coronation Culminates Bronco Days
By Rudy Juarez
Homecoming I 977 at
Pan American University
was an event of many firsts.
It was the first time in many
years for Pan Am to cele·
brate a "Homecoming". It
was also the first time for a
"Bronco Queen" to be
crowned during half-time of
a Broncs basketball game.
And it was the first time in
many seasons for a basketball team to play before a
record home crowd.
The honor of being
"first" went to Velma Dora
Menchaca, a Donna junior
s_.,onsored by Delta Zeta

sorority. Menchaca was
elected by the student body
from a field of 15 contestants.
Velma Linda Gonzalez
was first runner up and
Susana Rodriguez was se•
cond runner up. Gonzalez, a
McAllen junior, was sponsored by the Veterans organization. Rodriguez, an
Edcouch freshman, was
sponsored by CAMP.
Other contestants in the
event were Diana Saenz,
Meliza Carranza, Yolanda
Salinas, Maria Ortiz, Martha
Somohano and Susanna

Guerra.
Also,
Gloria
Benavidez,
Yvonne
Rodriguez, Rosie Sifuentes,
Frances Suarez, Aida Reyna
and Sandra Ramirez.
The crowning event culminated a week-long schedule of activities making
part of the tradition;;!
"Bronco Days" celebration.
During the week preceding
the homecoming game, various campus organizations
participated in activities
ranging from cigar smoking
to water-gun squirting to
tug-of wars.
Trophies were awarded
in the followina cateaories:

Sororities, fraternities, male
organizations, female organizations and co-ed organizations. In the sororities category Delta Zeta and Kappa
Delta won top honors.
Kappa Sigma took top honors in the fraternities division.
In the male organizations
category, first place went to
the Intercollegiate Knights
while the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes (FCA)
took first place in the female
organizations division. And
finally, top honors in the
co-ed division went to the
CAMP orunization.

COW CHIP TOD •• Up, up and f/l8V Mms to be this studant's
goal as ht releases a chip during the cow chip toss event at Bronco

Deva.

8totos
by
Jose Vielma

;r.. 'tt

NICE LOOIUII - Some of the Bronco Ouffn Candidates down before the camtra during a bruk in the rodeo f11ti•
vitill held It the Sheriff's Pose Arena.

SACK RACE - "'Oh my ■ch•
ing back! I wonder if the Bionic
Man got started this way?" Faces
;~11 of expression, leg bruises and
~,!ll feet were all a part of the
sack race during Bronco Days.

BRONCO DAYS MADNESS - '•Now be I good boy ana o,en
your mouth." "Yea, will you try eating this much, turtceyl.
Thoughts like such were probably abunctant during the Bronco Days
events recently. The name of this particular game -- blindman's
bluff no t Whi Cream Or .

~+~~~~~~~~~+~+~~~~v.14.

~

LALO'S~
COMEDOR
Mexican
~·

I

j ~
~

~
~

Restaurant

-"~.L

324 E. Cano

......,,_,_,~

->: •
~

383-6501

~
~

ANP

Bakery

~~;;-

~

~ 3 • Flour
Taco With Came Quisada,
.

.
~½

-~-- Rice rmd
~ Beans

~~

Special Bronco Plates

~

7
~
~@

$_>,f

IJO

'J_ • ,,- I

~1

,...

(§.'\,

~

~

or

~ 1 Flour Tacos with Carne quisada

~

Guerra·s To.rtllla

~-

->: .
~

~

IJOAT DRESSING -- "Come on you ninny, cooperate or we11 make cabr'ito
out of you." Dressing a goat is not exactly easy, as these students found out, but
it sure can be fun during Bronco Days.

~

~

I

Regular beef taco and 1 enchilada~

Rice & beans

r

-1 O O

'/.).L, 0 I

~"i!

~~.k'~~~~~-ij

SPECIAUZINC IN:

••
••
•

Corn & Superior Flour Tortillas

Tamales
Mosa
Menudo
Bar-8-Que
• Pan Dulce
923 E. Schunior

Whol1111le

a

retall
ORDERING
DEPT. 383-4731

mURSDABiOiiCSl)efe&tLOW:Fiyi!lg Falcons In Season Opener
Pan American University opened its 1977-78
basketball season last Friday
night in Edinburg amidst
cheerleaders, pep squads,
Bronco queens and 5 ,000plus fans.
That Pan American won
the game over the Air Force
Academy Falcons made the
opener that much more successful.
Three Pan Am players
scored in double figures
with Michael (Byrd) Ed wards
leading the offensive spark
with 23 points.
Henry Taylor poured in
22 points and added 14 rebounds for game high honors
in that department.
Scoring 16 points and
grabbing seven rebounds
was Randy Woods, the
Broncs 6'7 offensive for·- - - - •

ward.
Pan Am jumped out to
an early 12.:0 lead before
the jittery Falcons knew

what had hit them.
Taylor, Woods and new~llltl A MRD - Mlchael CBynl) EdMrds flNII p:efuly comer
Danny Salisbery had
toward the basket in last Friday night's game against the Air Force two baskets apiece for the
Academy. Edwards has 23 points to lead all scorers in Pan Am's Broncs in the fast start.
85-71 w· . The Broncs are at home Dec. 3 against Te as
I.
Falcon
guard
Bob
Djokovich finally got his
team on the scoreboard
with · 15:30 remaining in
the first half on a 20-foot
jumper from the top of the
circle.
Baskets by Randy Gricius
and Randy Read for the Air
Force closed the gap to 126 with 14:41 in the first
half and kept the game from
being a complete disaster
for the Falcons.
Ed wards'
long range
shots kept the Air Force
Academy at bay and helped
avenge the Broncs' loss to
the Academy in Colorado
last year.
The Byrd had 12 points
in the first half as the Broncs
took a 35-28 lead into halftime.
·
The second half opened
I
as a repeat edition of first
half as the Broncs outscored
the Falcons 12-4 in the first
four mi,nutes of play.
Leading the Broncs quick
second-half start were Woods
and Salisbery who had two
baskets apiece.
Taylor and' play-maker
guard John Wilbanks, who
had nine points and 13 assists for the night, added two
points each for the Broncs.'
The taller Falcons were
outrebounded
by_ the

'tBE

FDmSl'ATE
&

TRUST CO.

••••

\Veleomea
Professon
Staff
and
Students
to

Pan American
.University

I

I

High scorers for the Falcons were Randy Gricius
with
18 points, Tom
Schneeberger with 14 points

and Bob Djokovich with 13
points.
The Broncs host arch•
rival Texas A&l Friday at
the PAU Fieldhouse. Game
time is 8 p.m.

Pan Am Broncs Almost Pull

Big One Over Houswn
Cecil Rose ripped 38 seconds of a physically bruispoints to carry the Univer- ing contest.
sity of Houston from 10
Michael Edwards contripoints behind, and the stall- buted 21 points, Randy
ing Cougars held on grimly Woods 16 and Danny
to win a wild finish Monday Salisbery 15 to Pan Am's
night over an inspired Pan cause.
American basketball team,
Jfowever, the Broncs got
85-81.
Pan Am dominated most outrebounded 47-38 and
of the first half, leading 34- made 25 turnovers.
Even though Houston
24, after the first 13 minutes. But the lead dwindled made turnovers, the deeper
Houston bench made a difto 45-44 at halftime.
Then, a roaring crowd of ference as it forced some
3,101 plus Houston's brass untimely turnovers the seband cheered the Cougars to cond half.
their comeback victory.
Charles Thompson made
Henry Taylor's 22 points 23 points for Houston, Mike
and 13 rebounds kept the Schultz, Houston's 6'9 cenBroncs alive until the final ter, scored just two points

Arch-RivalA&IInvades
Bronc Corral, Dec. 3
An instant replay-well, a
10-month-later replay~f a
great basketball game will
be staged at the Pan American University Field House
at 8 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 3,
when Texas A&I University
invades arch-rival Pan American University.
Texas A&I upset Pan Am
in a 79-78 chiller last season
in Kingsville.
Anthony (Tony) Garner,
6-foot-8 junior for the A&I
Javelinas, celebrated perhaps
the finest game that any
player in basketball history
has enjoyed against Pan
Am. He made all 11 of his
field-goal attempts, and all
three free throws, for a perfect 25-point shooting performance.
And the Javelinas needed
every one of Garner's clutch
points to win it.
Pan Am missed a shot at
the final buzzer to climax
that wild evening.
A&I's victory gave the
Javelinas the lead in their
heated series, 12-11.

Earlier last season, in Edinburg, Pan Am's Broncs
had huffed and puffed to
outlast A&I, 80-71. ·
Most of the players on
both teams return for this
season's two rematchet• After Saturday night's meeting
in Edinburg, they will play
again in Kingsville Jan. 1 l.
Tickets remain available
for Pan Am's game with
A&I. The tickets cost $3 for
reserved seats, $2 general
admission and $1 .5 0 for high
school age and younger. All
persons age 60 or over can
buy general-admission tickets for $1.
The halftime highlight of
Saturday's game will be the
Ninth Annual News Media
Free-Throw Championship
of Texas. All working pre~s,
radio and TV persons are
eligible to compete. Each
will shoot five free throws,
without warm-ups.
Six sports writers and
two radio broadcasters have
won the previous trophies.

but led the game with his I 5
rebounds.
Taylor, at 6-5 much shorter than the big Houston
front-liners, fought a tremendous fight in the defeat.
He was knocked down several times but kept getting
back up and coming back
strong. He made IO of 19
shots.
Woods connected on 6 of
9 shots and Sal\sbery went 7
of 13: The Broncs stayed
close by hitting 4 7 .3 percent. Houston made 5 I .9
percent.
The loss on a horn.. court
where Houston won 15 of
16 games last season dropped
Pan Am's record to 1-1 . The
Broncs next play in Edinburg Saturday night against
Texas A&I.

********
Diaz Lettermen's
GoH Champ
Romeo Diaz of Edinburg,
a four-year baseball letterman at Pan American University who graduated in
1958, proved himself to be
the only member of the
winning golf team to repeat
as champion during the Lettermen's Day Golf Tournament Friday.
Diaz teamed with Paul
Friddle of San Antonio,
Eddie de la Garza of Mission
Dick Walsh and Reynald
Chapa of McAllen.
His previous winning partners were Joe Rodriguez,
Tony Rico and Tavo Gomez.
The team shot a I 0-under-par best-ball score of 60
to win the event with ease
over a strong field.
Some three dozen Bronc
lettermen competed in the
golf tournament before they
gathered at the fieldhouse
to watch Pan Am play the
Air Force_ Acade.Py.

'~SPECIAL,l%ING IN FINE,
Give the most
welcome - and
practical - gift of
all. A beautiful
Bulova watch. Wrist
jewelry that tells
how much you care,
every single second.
See these styles and
many more in our
extensive and
exciting Bulova gift
watch collection.
From $49.95

l~D. FOR NO
Cf CHAISE ON

.ACCOUNT

lfJl:IQiwa 1fDi~. •,

was good on 30 of 64 shots.

ROUND UPINN

Pl.EASE

FIRSTSTATEBANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100Ea&1Cano
Eoi~Je~as 78539

lfroncs, 42-39 and made 11of 14 free throws, while the
Broncs connected on 17 of
23 charity throws.
The Broncs made 34 of
73 shots while Air Force

Hers: Bark-textured bracelet
watch with champagne dial.
17 jewels. $84.95.
His: 17 jewel calendar automatic
in goldtone finish. $79.95

:~5 ~(!!1.ttJE~
•

I. CAOe ILYD, • ~NA•• • 111·...._

w• • ,,. """,., ,,,___ Mgl to,_ -

.,.,,..

~RESH SEAFOOD''
Alaska .King Crab.. Legs
lndla ·Frog._ Legs
/,'llcaragua & S. Africa
lobster Tails
China Shrimp
Mex/c_o Slrtrimp
Brazil Red Snapper

$ea Food Platter

•
Faiitas - Mexican

FoocJ.·
Charcoal lkoiled Steaks

70IJ'West
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Pan Am, SMU In Dual Match Dec. 3-4
PE

NEWS
Roundballers Action
In intramural basketball, in the 46-39 win. Tony de la
Monday, Nov. 14, the Tigers Pena scored 16 points for
defeated BSU 36-34.
the Gang.
Last week, DeFeet deHigh scorers were Mario
Hernandez with 26 points feated the Bad Hombres 83for the Tigers, and Alfredo 22 on Monday night. Javier
Cordona with 17 points for Fuentes had 24 points for
BSU.
DeFeet and Joe Guerra
The Over the Hill Gang scored 10 for the Hombres.
The Woofs beat the
beat The Woofs, 34-33. Tony
de la Pena had 14 points for Shmoofs 42-41 as A. G.
the Gang, and A. G. Rios Rios scored 27 points in a
winning effort and Gilbert
had 11 for the Woofs.
Basketball Inc. won for- Garcia scored 14 for the
Shmoofs.
feit over the I.K.'s.
The Over the Hill Gang
On Tuesday, Nov. 15 ,
the Tigers beat the Shmoofs, also defeated the Shmoofs,
with Mario Hernandez scor- 46-45. Robert Contreras had
ing 22 points for the winning 16 points for the Gang, and
Gilbert Garcia had 20 for the
team.
BSU lost to the Woofs, Shmoofs.
On Tuesday night, the
36-33. High scorers in the
game were Alfredo Cordona Latin Stars beat the Camp
with 11 for BSU and A. G. Roundballers; 39-33. High
Rios with 16 for the Woofs. scorers in the game were
Unknown defeated the Oscar Esco bar with I 5 points
Hustlers, 53-37 with Jr,e for the Stars and Jesus
Lopez scoring IO points in a Lopez with 17 points for
losing cause and Carlos Camp.
The Players lost to UnSegura scoring 12 for Unknown, 55-16 with David
known.
On Wednesday, Nov. 16, Trevino scoring 10 points for
the Untouchables beat the Unknown and Oscar Zepeda
Hustlers,
84-48. Daniel scoring 6 points for the PlayCantu scored 22 points for ers.
The Tigers beat the
the Untouchables and Willie
Aguirre scored 3 2 for his Woofs, 48-35. A.G. Rios was
high scorer for the Woofs
team in a losing effort.
with 17 points while Mario
The Bad Hombres lost to Hernandez scored 27 in a
Gobac 35-20. High scorer winning effort for the Tigers.
for the Hombres was Romeo
Winners in the Pan League
Romero with 8 points, while were _the Latin Stars, in the
Ramiro Acosta scored 1 I Amencan League, the Unfor Gobac.
touchables, in the University
BSU defeated the Over League, DeFeet, an d in the
the Hill Gang with Alfredo 50th Year League, the TiCordona scoring 18 points gers.

Swimming Deadline Set
Entry deadline for anyone interested in signing up
for a swim meet sponsored by the intramurals office
is Thursday, Dec. 1 at noon.
The meet will be held at 4 p.m., Monday, Dec. 5.

SPORTS
''FILM

DEVELOPING
SPECIAL''

Pan American University
and Southern Methodist University of Dallas have accepted invitations to compete against each other Dec.
3-4 in a dual tennis match.

The Sea Island Hilton
Hotel on South Padre Island
will host the dual match
between the two tennis
powerhouses.
All matches will be played
on the Sea Island Hilton's
four Laykold tennis courts
in the center compound of
the hotel.
There will be four sessions during the two-<lay
meet Saturday Dec. 3 with
four singles matches beginning at 10 a.m.
Session three begins Sunday morning at 10 a.m. with
singles and doubles competition.

Admission is $2 per day
per person with tickets
available from Sea Island,
Marti's Sporting Goods and
Valley International Country Club in Brownsville.
The Sportsman and Pendleton Park Tennis Shop in
Harlingen, The McAllen
Country Club and Tennis
Anyone in McAllen will also
sell tickets.
Tickets will also be available from Pan American's
athletic office.
The SMU Mustangs finished the season last year
ranked No. 4 in the nation
with a 19-o dual match record.
SMU will probably be
ranked no lower than No. 4
this year as they have the
same team as last year with
the addition of several outstanding transfers.

The Broncs, who upset
SMU last year, 7-2 also
boast an outstanding team.
Pan American finished
last year's season record
13th with a 15-4 dual match
record.

Marie

Le Haye

def.

Delia

Elizondo, 3-6, 6-2, 6-1 . 45 singles
·- Jo Liston def. Jody Feldtman
6-_1, 6-0. 35 •Ingles •- Lucind;
Rivas def. Mitzi Rowhel. Singles
con1olation - Armande Garza
def. _Aracely Sanchez, 6-1, 6-3.
2 1 11ngles consolation .• <:aria
Walker def. Patty Derfka 7-5
6-1 . 35 singles con•olatl~n ..'.
Lucy
Yoder
def.
Yolanda
Espinoza 6-3, 6-1. Champion-

IMPOSSffiLE

ship doubles -- Martin and
Talboys def. Schwartz and
Childer•, 7-6, 6-2, 4-6. 35 doubles - Temkin and Clark def.
Rivas end M8rtinez 6-1 6-3
Novice doubles - Rawl; and
Caldwell
def.
Fi•cher and
Benavides 6-2! 3-o, 6-0. 35 doubles consolation - Espinoza and
Longoria def. Mo•chel and
Hudler 6-1 , 6-4.
MEN'S DIVISION
Singles -- Robert Mata def.
Richard Layman, 7-6, 6-3. 21
•ingles •· Kyle Posey def. Felipe
Barrera, 6-1, 6-1. 35 singles -Luis Suarez def. Bill Putegnat,
6-0, 6 -2. Singles consolation ..
James Newman def. David
Newman, 6-4, 7-6. Man's doubles - Newman and Newman by
default over Car•er and Givilance.
Novice doubl1t1 - Garza and
Lozano d ef.
Henibarg and
Suarez, 6-4, 6-7, 7-o. 35 doublet
-McClure and Henning def.
Putegnat and Brown, 6-2, 6 -4.
Doubles
consolation
.•
Frankenburg and lannorance
def, Smith and Aguirre, 6-2, 6-3.
Husband-wife doubles .• Yoder11
def. Banes, 6-2, 6-1. Mixed doubles - McBee and Clark def.
Temkin and Layman, 6-3, 6-2.
Varsity-amateur
doubles
-Sharon Clark a nd Rob Hubbard
def, Mitzi Rowhal and Joseph
Brabenec, 6 -4, 7-6. Consolation
-- Polly Martin and Greg Land
def . June Moschel and Benito
Reves, 6 -4, 6-3.

In Other Words, Chaos
NOTE: To interpret this rule, it will take a Ralph
Nader busybody type, or perhaps a genius like Howard
Cosell, to enforce it. In other words, under Rule l .c.,
if your star guard throws a crazy pass out of bounds,
and the coach yells, "Throw short, Sam, not long!"
while rising to his feet-then it's a technical foul.
However, if Sam makes a good pass, the coach can
jump to his feet and scream, "Good pass, Sam!" and
it's no foul.
And that's not all. The rule continues to read like
this:
d. To confer with the table officials for the SOLE
purpose of a correctable error. The five areas in which
an official may correct an error are: ( l) failure to
award a merited free throw, (b) awarding an unmerited
free throw, (c) permitting a wrong player to attempt
a free throw, (d) attempting a free throw at the wrong
basket, (e) erroneously counting or cancelling a score.
e. To attend an injured player on the court when
beckoned by the floor official.
f. At a time out or intermission BUT STILL DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF HIS SEAT. May not go to
table at this time unless to correct an error.
g. Kneeling on the floor even directly in front of
his seat is a VIOLATION OF THIS RULE.
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Free Throw CJwnp To
Be Crowned Dec. 3

most intense, most
nervous, most vicious basketball competition to be held
i~ the_Pan America!1 Univers1ty Field House _will unfol_d
here Saturday mght-but 1t
won't be Pan Am's home
game against old rival Texas
A&I.
. The reaJly bitter rivalry
will oc~ur at halftime during
the . Ninth Annual News
~ed1a . Free-Throw Champ1onsh1p of Texas.
All South Texas newsmen and newswomen who
are brave eno~gh to stand
up before a big crowd and
shoot free throws are eligible
to enter. They must be bona-

fide, working-press people,
and the limit is two per station or newspaper.
Each will be given five
free throws, with no warmup tries as soon as the Pan
Am Br~ncs and A&l Javelinas leave the court for intermission. If they tie there
will be a shoot-off until one
survivor gains the trophy.
The last three winners aJI
have worked for The
Brownsville Herald-Johnny
Campos, Ronnie z~mora
and Jeff Walker. Zamora
was writing for The Daily
Texan in 1975 when he hit
2-for-5 to beat 11 nervous
rivals without a shootoff.
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How Many Technical Fouls?
If this rule is fairly and equitably enforced, which
seems at first glance to be an impossibility, new records may be set for technical fouls.
The rule may have grown out of Coach Al
McGuire's final game of his great career at Marquette
University, in which he won the NCAA national
championship in 1977.
During a time out with two seconds on the clock
and the score tied, McGuire calmly (and very intelligently) left his coaching area to visit the end of the
court and check if the low scoreboard would permit
a long pass to clear for a possible winning basket. It
did, the pass worked , and Marquette won it all.
Only chaos can result from this new rule. But the
coaches must live with it for a full season before
there's a possibility of change. In the meantime, the
show goes on ...and football coaches c.ontinue to punch
photographers as they n,am the sid~ines with no
technical fouls resulting.
'

AT: UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE·
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Basketball coaches will be chained to their seats,
almost literally-like the galley slaves in the movie "Ben
Hur"-under a strange new college rule, starting this
season.
Many major-college coaches are bitter about the
new rule. But the National Collegiate Athletic Association rules people voted it into effect over their objections.
Sounds Like Ralph Nader
Ralph Nader, who wants to put compressed-air
bags into every American automobile, and to change
the American Way of Life in many respects, must be
delighted at this new rule.
This odd rule might wind up in the U.S. Supreme
Court. It appears to violate the First Amendment to
the U. S. Constitution, a hard-earned right that says,
very simply, "Congress shall make no Jaw ...abridging
the freedom of speech ... "
Just read the rule (Rule 10, Section 10) and see if
it squares with the noble words of the Constitution:
l. Rule 10, Section 10-Bench Conduct will be
strictly adherred to and enforced. Coach shall be
seated. This includes ALL members of the coaching
staff. Exceptions:
a. May rise and stand directly in front of his seat
to signal a player to request time out.
b. The measurement of his seat is determined by
the width of his body while seated. He may not change
seats on each play. A squad member may rise and go
to the coach, BUT NOT THE COACH TO THE
SEATED SQUAD MEMBER. (Capital letters are part
of the rule interpretation by Dan Spika, former North
Texas State coach, and now head of Southwest Conference basketball officials)
c. Stand directly in front of his seat to react spontaneously to a good (not poor) play.

Benefit Huge Success

WOMEN'S DIVSION
Singles -- Sally Parker def. Jackie
Carter, 6-4, 7-5. 2 1 singles -

*******

PAU: NOTES ·AN·o ·QUOTES;

Netter's Tournament
Pan American University's first annual Benefit
H~liday Tennis Championships proved to be a big success when more than 200
en tries played in 21 even ts
Ribbons were given to
the top four finishers in each
event.
Players from throughout
the Valley and from Northern Mexico played in the
event to benefit the Pan Am
tennis program.
This was the first tournament held on the newly resurfaced varsity courts at
the Orville I. Cox Tennis Stadium.
The tournament results
were:

The Valley Netters have
five returning lettermen,
four of them seniors, plus
four super freshmen recruited by Coach Longoria.

11
II Game Room
I

Miniture Golf

I

Snack Bar

BRIND AD. AND YOU'LL GET A COKE
IF YOU PLAY GOLF
1¼ miles South of 107 on N. 10th
383-8581

I
I
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r--Lost And Found List Compiled---1
Operation Identification program where any student or
faculty member may come
by and pick up and engraver
to put an identification number on their valuables. Engravers are available in the
Liberal Arts Building room
346.
Items which have been
found for the past two
months are: Two check
books belong to Homer
Guerra and Arthur L.
Munsell, a girls and a boys
high school rings one from
Brownsville and the other
from Edinburg, two driver
licenses belong to Benito
Zuniga and Daniel Cavazos.
Five Pan American
I.D.
cards
belonging
to:

By Leslie Sweeten
The
Lambda
Alpha
Epsilon club in conjunction
with the Pan American University Traffic and Security
Department is featuring a
lost and found column and
police blotter.
Sofia Cavazos, president
of
the Lambda Alpha
Epsilon commented that
among the various articles
lost were nine books. Many
students do not report a
missing book assuming that
it has been stolen. Sometimes the book has been
picked up and turned in to
the Traffic and Security Department.
The
Lambda
Alpha
Epsilons are also starting an

Esperanza Avalos, Daniel
Cavazos, Juan B. Garcia, Eloy
David Moran and Clabelia
Enriquetia Munoz.
Also found are two ladies
watches, two pairs of glasses
with cases and two pair without cases, one cigarette case
with cigarettes, 24 different
pairs of keys, and five notebooks.
To claim a missing book
a student must show proper
identification. The following books were found:
Evolution of the Earth, Second Edition by Robert H.
Dott Jr. and Roger L.
Britten; Psychology
by
Lindzey, Hall, Thompson,
Worth; Analytic Geometry
with Vectors by Douglas

Traineeships Available
For Social Work Majors
Social work majors are
eligible for traineeships at
Pan American University,
announced
Hermila
Anzaldua, director and associate professor of the
social work program.
This traineeships include
tuition, fees and maximum
stipend of $200 a month
(basic living allowance) to
full-time social work majors
and may also cover as many
as 16 hours each fall and
spring semester an up to seven hours each summer session.

The traineeship is open
to juniors and seniors with a
minimum 2.0 grade point
average and who are declared social work majors
with a degree plan on file.
Students must apply immediately ~or the spring,
Anzaldua said.
These students must not
be in any category of scholastic discipline for poor
academic performance at
the time of the application
or after becoming a recipient. He or she must be aca-

Fouts Lectures Tonight In BaJJrooom
"Teaching Chimpanzees the American Sign Language of the Deaf" will be the topic of a presentation
tonight at 7:30 in the Ballroom.
Dr. Roger S. Fouts, professor of zoology and
psychology at the University of Oklahoma, will be
the speaker.
The presentation is being co-sponsored by University Center Program Council and the university's
Behavioral Sciences Department.

LAC Offen Reading Coune
The staff of the Learning Assistance Center is in
the process of planning advanced reading classes for
the staff and faculty here, according to Ron Iannarone,
reading specialist at the center.
The classes would begin in the spring semester.
Two staff and faculty speed reading classes are presently in operation.
The purpost: of the classes, according to Iannarone,
is to increase reading speed. The classes are free.

EL FENIX BA¥£RY

ARTISTIC CAKE DESIGNS
383-9102
718 E. University Dr. ~
Edinburg, TX

i~i\

MIKE ROMERO OWNER
...

.__

FALCON'S
BARBERSHOP

demically prepared and committed to pursue a course of
study directed toward work
in a Title XX eligible agency.
Recipients may not accept
part or full time employment once they become
traineeship recipients. Except for GI benefits, students cannot receive any
sort of financial aid.
Students must enter a legally binding commitment
to seek employment with
the department of human
resources, she said.
For details contact the
social work program at 3813 57 5, or go by the Liberal
Arts Building, room 342,
from 8 a.m. -4 p.m.

F. Riddle; A Workbook for
Writers by Sachs, Brown,
Canavan
from;
Modern
Mathematics by Wheeler
and Peeples; The Ongoing
Journey, Women and the
Bible by Sharon Neufer
·Emstoiler.
Also preparing for a
Career in Education by
Probert W. Richey; Arithmetic for College Students,
Second Edition by D.
Franklin Wright; Modern
Mathematics, An Elementary
Approach, Third Edition by
Ruric E. Wheeler.

The stolen property complaints for the past two
months are: A Conn trombone stolen from Pan American University Serial number 70099 valued at $500.
Alfredo Garcia reported a
bronze frame glasses stolen
from the University Center
with a chip in the right eye
upper left hand corner
valued at $80.00.
Alfredo Huerta had a
Sear's IO speed bikF with
damage to the front side
stolen from the Learning
Resource Center valued at

Conference 'Beneficial' To Students
Students' Association in
cooperation with the University
Center Program
Council and the 50th Anniversary Committee, conducted a Leadership Development Conference recently for student leaders of Pan
American University, according to Sam Saldivar, president of PAUSA. He said
the program was well received and b~neficial to the
students participating.
At the conclusion of the
program the students participants were asked to express
their opinion of the conference. The survey of the first
day was compiled by the Nat1onal Leadership Methods .
Institutes underthedirection

of Sonny Davis, director.
The second day survey was
organized by · Dr. Martha
Cruz associates dean of students.
The student leaders participating were asked to document the effectiveness
and direction of the program.
"It's hoped that this leadership Development Program will become a yearly
activity, but it always depends on the students," said
Saldivar. "Already the ideas
and areas of student concerns which were expressed
by the participants are being
worked upon. Fro example,
in the School of Business
the administration is meet-

1. The exercises were clearly and
thoroughly explained.
2. Tha exercises were relevant
and en lightening.
3. Enough time was allowed for
discussion and questions were
handled effectively.
4 . The activities allowed for personal growth and deve lopment
5. T he value o f t his activity convinces me that w e should have
more of the same kind.
6. I would prefer some other k ind

520 E. UNIVERSITY

ing with the students in that
area who participated in the
conference."
The Student's Association plans to do follow-up
programs
in cooperation
with others to provide further leadership development
and involvement. "This will
also facilitate our (students)
involvement in recruitment
of key students from the
surrounding
area
high
schools," said Saldivar.
The following is an evaluation form arranged by Dr.
Cruz and by the students
who participated in the conference. The numbers shown
are the total student opinions in each category.

Strongly

Agree

Neutral

Agree
29

24

0

0

32

15

6

0

10

17

9

16

31

21

42

11

0

0

1

11

6

17

10

6

Disagree

S t rongly
Disagree

1

2

0
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adidas ---~~udlity .
come by for your most
complete llne· of adldas shoes
PAU students get a 10%
discount wit"-_ID.
Shop Womeldorf'r

.for your school ~ids
Shirts · Tennis
Shorts
Soltball

383-9012

$125. Eloy Salazar had a side
door mirror valued at $30.
stolen in Lot J . Miguel C.
Barrera reported a stolen
battery from the dormitory
lot valued at $65. Samson
Candelaria lost a clarinet
from the Fine Arts Building
valued at $900. Mary
Yolanda Alaniz reported her
books stolen from the new
gym valued at $14.
Anyone with inforrna•
tion concerning these stolen
items is urged to come by
the Traffic and Security
Department.

Socks

Swim Suits
Spe.-do

Racket Ball equtp.

Discount V'/holesale Prices,
for all PAU Clubs

EDINBURG

· 1912 N . 1Oth ·686-1051 McAllen

By Beverly Manuel

f
Mcuketing Research
Student:s Survey
The Winter Tourist:s

. l

Dr. Carl Rush and his
marketing research Bureau
annually survey the Valley's
winter tourists in order to
determine their attitudes
and behavior while here.
This year's survey will
commence in January with
results published in April.
The project is funded
through a $ I ,000 grant
from the School of Business's Faculty Research
Fund and donations from
businesses and individuals.
PAU's Athletic Department
has also contributed.
Questionnaires
distributed to the various trailer

parks and tourist clubs provide the information. Of
15,000 questionnaires distributed only 2358 or 16
per cent were returned.
Dr. Rush hopes more
questionnaire will be returned this year so analysis
by city can be possible. The
survey results are especially
useful to businesses, namely
housing developers and the
media. However, anyone
can purchase a copy of the
results from the Bureau.
Here are some of the results of last year's survey:
The average winter tourist
male was 67. I years old
and the average female
was 60.6 years old. Of those
visitors surveyed, 13.7 per

cent were from Iowa and
12.3 per cent were from
Minnesota. The remainder
were from 43 other states
and seven Canadian provinces.
Most tourists arrived in·
Nov. 1976 and most left in
April 1977. Most planned
to stay 21.22 weeks. The
warm climate and friendly
people were the Valley's
greatest assets, drawing 48.8
per cent of the visitors.
Once they arrived, most visited South Padre Island
(81. J
per
cent)
and
Matamoros (65.1 per cent).
Other Mexican border cities,
Valley Chambers of Commerce and parks were also
popular.

THE PAN AMERICAN
EDINBURG, TEXAS
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Not surprisingly, the visitors desire more recreational facilities (29. 7 per
cent). Of services available,
they felt television programming needed the most improvement (32.8 per cent).
The economic impact of
these
winter tourists is
great. According to the survey, it could range from
$40 million to $400 million.

A copy of the results in
more detail may be obtained
from the Bureau located in
the Business Administration
Building room 124. Any
student who wishes to assist
in this year's survey can talk
to Dr. Rush in the same office or at 381-3361.

.Pa.,fm
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Renaissance Group
Presents 'Christmas Story'
The Renaissance Singers
and Players of Pan American University will present
"The Christmas Story" by
Heinrich Schutz in the final
concert of the fall semester,
Dec. 9. The program scheduled in the Learning Resource Center Media Theatre
at 8: 15 p.m. will feature
vocal soloists, trios and
quartets as well as the entire ensemble.
The performance will
combine modem instruments with some of the instruments which were used
in the 17th Century during
the composer's lifetime. Included in the orchestra are
Dute, recorders, bassoon,
violins, cello, organ, trombones and euphonium. Dr.
Carl Seale, Renassance Players director, with Luis
Maldonado and
Arturo
Gonzalez, Pan American students, have arranged the
music for the orchestra.
Performing in the orchestra are Gonzalez, Sharon
Pena, Rosalinda Alvirez,
Evanna Rutledge, Nelda
Rodriguez, Maldonado and
Belinda Perez on recorders
and Edwin Vidaurri on flute.
Playing
trombones
are
Wallace Tucker, Pan American faculty member, and
Sylvia
Lozano.
Luis

Maldonado
will
play explained Ruth Crews, vocal
euphonium.
director.
·
Violinists are William · " Included in the story
Buhidar and Elda Flores. are Herod, the Wise Men,
Completing the ensemble the angels and the High
are Dahlia Menken, cello, Priests and Scribes. An addiSusan Dollins, bassoon and tional role, common to
Linda Gilbert, organ.
works such as this, is the
Singers in the program Evangelist or Narrator. An
are Robert Ashley, Andrew extensive part, this will be
Einkauf, Jacqueline Guerra, shared by tenors, Robert
Zane
Jackson,
Betty Ashley, Andrew Einkauf
McAnear, Jocelyn Shirah, and James Stephens."
James Stephens, Mary Kay
The ensemble will be
Thompson, Cynthia Valdez, broadcast on KGBT, Chanand Nancy Williams. Joining nel 4 Dec. 14 at 3 p.m. as
them are Pan American fa- part of that station's Christculty members Ruth Crews, mas offerings.
Ray K. Drakeley, and James
"This is the first time
A. Stover.
the Renaissance ensembles
have been televised," ex"The Christmas Story,"
plained, Dr . Seale, who is
composed about 1664 is
th
nd
~.o
ducting e Pk~rforfmanced,
comprised of sections which
an we are 1oo mg orwar
to the experience."
are to be sung by individuals
representing specific characAdmission to the concert
is free.
ters in the Bibilical story,"
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LAST DAY - Today is the last day of the Art Club,cponsored annual Christm• Show lftCI Sele
I , b · '--'d
h G fl
·
· ·
•
ts_ emg ,.., at t e a ery on the seco_n~ floor of_ the F1~e ~rts Building fr~m 8 a.m.- 4 p.m. Here
various students browse through the original drawings, pamtmgs, and ceramics. Also available are
sculptures, jewelry, crafts and prints done by students and faculty.

Congressman Speaks
AtHEP Graduation
Congressman Kika de la
Garza will speak at the seventh annual HEP (High

ffispanics Eligible
For Scholarships
The National Hispanic
Scholarship Fund is a single
purpose organization dedicated to providing scholarship funds for students of
Hispanic background, according to Mary Luna, financial aid counselor. These students come from homes of
Mexican-American, Puerto
Rican, Cuban, Caribbean,
Central and South American
families that live throughout
the United States.
The NHSF scholarships
are available to graduate and
undergraduate students of
Hispanic American background who have completed

,~

I~

at least two quarters or one
semester of college work.
Applicants must be presently enrolled as full time students. Emphasis on selection will be placed on a combination of demonstrated
academic achievement, financial need, and the ability
to undertake and successfully completed a college education.
Interested
applicants
should contact Ernest Z.
Robles, executive director,
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund, Box 571, San
Francisco, Calif. 94101.
Grant awards will range
from $100 to $600.

School Equivalency Program) graduation exercises
to be held Dec. I 5, in the
fine Arts auditroium at 7 :30
p.m.
Keynote speaker for the
night will be Dagoberto
Barrera, a counselor at
Texas State Technical lnstitu te in Harlingen. Both de la
Garza and Barrera will speak
before an audience made up
of 110 graduates, their families
and
friends.
Las
Rancheritas, an all-female
mariachi group, will provide
entertainment for the event.
The graduating class is
made up of students who
completed their GED studies
during I 977. A spokesman
for the HEP said the graduating class is an accumulation
of students completing the
program during the period
from January to December
of this year. "A large number of these students are
already going to college,
others are going to trade
school and others are already

working in various jobs,"
she said.
HEP is for members o f
migrant or seasonal farm
working families who have
dropped out of school. It
prepares its students for-the
GED diploma. It also aids
students in finding jobs, getting job training, or obtaining a college education.
According to a spokesman for the program, most
students do better here than
they would have done in a
regular high school classroom. "Students are getting
a second chance, and are
willing to work harder the
second time around," the
spokesman added. Also,
classes are small and this
makes it easier for the students to learn and allows
the teachers to give more
time to each student.
It takes students an average of three to six months
to complete the course. After graduation they enroll in
training or college or apply
for jobs.

Newsbits
PackelB To Be Mailed In January
Students who did not go through priority registration will have to go through regular registration in
January, according to Bill Morris, director of admissions.
Registration packets will be sent about Jan. 2, 1978 Morris. also said any student wishing to get a new
catalogue could get it at his office in the Administration Building.

Dead Dau Approoed For S""'1iirf,
What is Dead Day asked a beginning freshman at
Pan American University. Thi~ year Dead Day will be
held Dec. 9.
.
According to Dr. J .· C. Nichols, vice president of
Academic Affairs, several years ago student government reqested time from the last day of classes before
finals for the purpose of last minute studying.
"We approved the concept of Dead Day and immediately acknowledged that no classes or examinations will be held prior to finals," said Dr. Nichols.
"The Math Department does give departmental examinations," said Dr. Nichols. "Math Labs 1300,
which is Basic Mathematics, will be giving exams on
Dead Day."
"Final examinations should be given at the time
published," says Dr. Nichols." If faculty requested a
change of date in ex~minations the date has to be approved by the Dean of Schools. No examinations can
be scheduled for Dead Day, with exception o f the
Math Labs."
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'Not Worth The Money'--1

r

By Rudy Juarez and Letty Diaz
was a massive stampede. They pushed and shoved to get
If you didn't go to the Ohio Players Concert because nearer the stage for a closer look at the band. To put it
you'd rather spend your $7 at a local pub, you probably mildly, the crowd went wild. But, alas, it was not to last.
A half-hour later an overloaded circuit caused a power
got a better deal.
The general feeling on campus seems to be the concert failure that brought the Ohio Players' performance to a
was a big "rip-off." And you can hardly blame anyone for screeching· halt. At first it looked as if the Players were
feeling that way. The whole thing went wrong from the be- simply taking a break. There was much booing froin the
crowd and hundreds of fans got up and left in disgust.
ginning.
·
Once power was restored, half an hour later, all the
Billed to begin at 8 p.m., the concert did not start until
well after 8:30. As could be expected, and rightfully so, Players could manage to salvage was their instruments, and
the crowd began to get restless and strongly voiced its dis- two flashing lights, one red and one blue. Unfortunately,
during the power failure the Players also lost the enthuapproval.
Sometime after 8 :30 p.m., Future South decided it was siasm that was apparent at the beginning of their perfor•
,
ime to appear on stage. Future South did what it could to man~.
The ·Players were very uninspired, to say the least. This
keep the crowd entertained. They're a good rock band and
are excellent performers, but who can sit still and listen to was possibly the result of a combination of things. By the
the same beat for one whole hour? The word "variety" time power was restored and the Players could perform
does not exist in Future South's vocabulary. The content of again, half the audience had already left. It wasn't that large
an audience to begin with What a blow it must have been to
the band's music was good if hard rock turns you on.
At 9 :30 Future South ended its performance with a wild the morale of the Players to see hundreds of people coming
array of explosions, lights and smoke. From then on it was down from the stands heading for the exits.
sit and wait for the Ohio Players crew to get the stage set
up for the big band.
Also without the special lighting effects, the Ohio PlaySo what did the crowd do during the long wait? They ers are~'t really the Ohio Players. Without the effects, the
booed,. hissed and got up to stretch their tired legs. Sitting Players are not really into their music, they're just a rinkyon a hard floor for over an hour waiting for the band to dinky amateur high school band.
pea'orm isn't exactly what you would expect to do at a
So what it all added up to on the night of Dec. 4, was a
concert.
total disappointment to the audience, and needless to say,
Finally, at nearly 11 p.m., the tamous _Ohio Players came to the Ohio Players. It was a very uninspired concert at best,
on stage bringing the crowd to its feet. On the floor there at worst it wasn't worth the money.
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I Correct10n. I apologize I
Ito UCP<; and Mornm~ Do~e
Productions ,for _sta~mg m I
my last week s ed1tonal that
lthe concert was cancelled I
ldue to . rum ors that not I
enough ~1ckets were_ sold.
would like to clanfy the
lfac~ that the agency of the
IOhio Players delayed
concert.
. .
.
Leticia Diaz

I

I
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Leticia Diaz com plammg
about how the Ohio Players concert was canceled left
me cold. She raised some
good ·points but ignores the
main reason why some
UCPC concerts are flops.
Sure a lot of people here in
the Valley are starved for
concerts, but we want. rock
and roll! Not soul music!

After all the Valley's
L- - - - - - - - - ·I Negro
population is less

at UCPC would look around
they would see that some
big name country music stars
have been brought successfully to places like the Short
Line Station and that a lot
of clubs bring small time
rock bands here and sell out.
qroups like "Fools" and
"Pomt Blank" are brought
back time and again because
they sell tickets something
UCPC soul band~ do not do
'f
. .
we11 . 1n my opinion, 1
.:~

to a concert, then ~
should bring the type of
music the people who go to
concerts want to hear. Many
people here in the Valley
cannot identify with Blacks
or their music and many
people here don't like
blacks.
Bring us rock and roll in
the Ted Nugent zz Top
santana sty1e a~'ct you will'
se~ resu~ts. Until then soul
will be Just a synonym for
the bottom of my shoes.
Sincerely,

Guadalupe Ramon

PLAYERS IN ACTION- The Ohio Players brought the crowd to
its feet with a sensational light show, skillful dance steps, and fine
musical performance. The Plavers oerformed Sundav nioht before a
5,000-plus crowd at the Pan Am Fieldhouse, at a UCPC-MD-sponsored concert.

an Amer can C ass
NEED RESEARCH PAPERS
TYPE 07 Call 383-04 13 evenings.

FOR SALE: 1973 Chevy Van,
good running condition, almost
new tires, built-in king size bed,
2 A/C's, PIS, P/B, A/T, $2,000 .
Call 262-1 4 37 after 5.

Addrllflers Wanted Immediately!
Work et home--no experience
necener y--excellent pay. Write
Amer ican Service, 8350 Perk The High School Equivalency
Lene, Suite 269, Dallas, Tx Program is seeking applicants
75231 .
for pert-time tutors in Reading
and Meth. These positions pay
Temporary Job Opening Wanted minimum wage and require 15
..Junior or Senior Physical Edu- hours wor k per week. Applicacation major or minor to teach tions are also being taken for a
and supervise Physlcal Education part-time men's dorm assistant
activity for the Upward Bound who will work 20 hours per
Program-Must be willing to week. Minimum wage. Applicaork on Saturdays. Contact Mr . tions can be picked up at Emilia
Rene M. Rios et Emilia Hall, Hall, Room 207.
Rm. 102 or 381-2644.
FOR SALE: 73 Black Cutlass
Supreme. PS, PB, AM-FM, .8
Track, Bucket seats, AC &
Heating, High Mileage, but good
running condition. $1,000 or
best offer. Call 428-3423.

FOR SALE: 70 Olds Cutlass.
Needs lots of work. $300. Call
383-1552.

Our tlta11Ks
to 011c a11d all•••
11/lllf f/tis

N ingunas otras pafabras d icen tanto al expresar
la amistad, la c1legria y un buen gozo durante esta
temporada· que "Feliz Navidad." Lo decimos para
dar a· entender "hola, que gusto me da al verte", o
"h~sta luego," Pero aqui lo enviamos para decir
g1c1cias, mil gracias!
Mi.I gracias a Ustedes, todos nuestros amigos y
clientes que han ayudado hacer este aiio tan
dichoso para nosotros. Que Dios lo$ bendiga y le
decimos de todo corazon

season be
treasured

FEI,TZ NAVIDAD
y
PROSPERO

ANONUEVO

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Ed•nburg's

'

First National Banh
MS .. a SR r . D. I C .

est Univ!f!i~

~

~8 -

~

OPEN

Ads

MON:..SAT.
6AM >fO
CWSED SUNDAY .

9PM

LES INVITA AURORA CAVAZOS
524 W. Universit', Drive
383-9124
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NewsbitsCont'~
Degree Applications Still Available
Degree applications can still be picked up anytime
before Christmas holidays, according to Helen Snider,
registrar.
Deadline for prospective graduates of May was
Oct. IO out applications may still be obtained. Graduates are required to fill out the degree form and pay
the required graduation fee of $20 to the cashier in
the Office of Business Affairs located in office Building "A."
After applications have been approved by the dean
of your school and the vice president for Academic
Affairs, a copy of the completed application will be
sent to the student. If at this time requirements cannot be completed, you must notify the Registrar's office.
Feb. 9 is the date when prospective graduates of
August must turn in their applications.

Gratz Receives Plaque
Dr. Jerre E. Gratz, professor of the Business Administration Department at Pan American University
has been given the annual "District I Business Teache;
of the Year" award by the Texas Business Education
Association.
Dr. Gratz received a plaque awarding him as postsecondary teacher of the year. Mrs. Louise Griffith of
Harlingen received the secondary teacher of the year
award.
Both will compete for "Texas Business Teacher of
the Year" at the TBEA state meetini.
TBEA is a branch organization of the Texas State
Teachers Association.

KRGY Awards Scholarships
Two Pan American University mass communications students have been awarded tuition scholarships
by
KRGV TV 5 of Weslaco. The two recipie~ts
are Roel Avila of Donna and Ester Navarro of M1ssi6n, both juniors at Pan Am.
.
Avila is employed at Channel 5 and Navarro 1s a
full time student at Pan Am. A scholarship committee
composed of six members, three from the new~ media
and three local Valley citizens, made the selection.
Both students were selected on their achievements
while at Pan Am and high school. The scholarships
will cover financial assistance for educational needs,
according to Rick Diaz, KRGV news director.

Irby Publishes Book
. Dr. James A. Irby, associate professor of history
has published a book about the Texas-Mexico border
during the Civil War, called "Blockade At Bagdad."
Dr. Irby explains that during the Civil War, much
cotton was being grown in Texas at depressed prices.
If anyone wanted to get rich quick, all he had to do
was get it across the border, to Bagdad, where he
could get prices over 10 times those in Texas. The
only catch was he would have to lie about the cotton's origin, and say it came from Mexico.
Dr. Irby says copies of " Blockade At Bagdad"
should be available soon in the Bookstore.
Dr. Irby has also co-authored a bibliography of
Texas history with Gilbert Cruz, assistant professor
of history, which should be published next year. ·

Bilie lburses A~ Available
Not all courses offered at Pan American University
are on campus. There are eight Bible courses available
to a Pa_n Am student. The C', .St'$ are undergraduate only with a 12 hour elective 11mit unless a student is
going into the ministry.
These courses are free of charge to Pan American
University. Theyare paid for by the church. Instructors for the courses are also paid by the church. The
courses are given off campus at student centers and
nearby churches.
Student interested in taking a Bible course can sign
up for them at registration or ge' in contact with the
Reverend William Starbird, 38' -8610, or with Dr.
Porter A. Stratton history professor at 381-3561 or
Liberal Arts Building room 319A.

Spanish Club Meets 11wrsdaga
The Spanish Oub of Pan American University
meets every Thursday during activity period in the Liberal Arts Building, room 205 Imelda Perez club
reporter, said.
'
'

Students Take Field Trip To Mexico
A field trip to Monterrey and Saltillo is planned
for Dec. 19-21 for approximately 50 Pan Am students
interested in Latin American studies. The students are
now taking courses from either Dr. Hubert Miller, Dr.
Gary Mounce or Dr. Gilbert Cruz in subjects relating
to Latin American affairs.
According to Dr. Miller, associate professor o f history, the students will leave by bus on Monday morning, Dec. I 9. First they will go to Saltillo where they
will visit the cathedral and various museums.
Miller added that the students had to pay only for
their meals and lodging, the transportation is being
made available through Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vice
president for Inter American Affairs and International Education.

APO Admits New Members
Alpha_ Phi Omega held its activitation ceremony rece~tl:,r with 15 pledges being elevated to full membership m H_1e f_raternity; according to Danny Reyna of
the organization.
·
New members are Patty Gonzalez Harold
Arredondo, Celia Garza, Roman Cruz, Maria Cardenas
Ruben R<:>sales,_Karen Saenz, Celinda Martinez, Irasen~
Gracia, Nmfa V1llegas, Aurora Cortina Cindy Billescas
Roel Gonzalez, Juan Garcia and Joe Laure.
'

Aziz Showery
C 8 RADIOS
HOME STE~EOS
~ALES - SERVICE

Slairnen Showery
TAPES- LPs
TAPE .DECKS
.INSTALLATION

a
312 S. ·Ttmth

McAllttn, Texas · 78601

.

.

adidas ~oolily
come by for your most
complete llne of adldas shoes
PAU students set a 10%
discount with. ID. •
Shop Womeldorf'•

for your school needs
Shirts
Shorts

Tennis

Swim Suits

Socks

Speedo

Softball . Racket Ball eQulp.
Discount' Wholesale Prices
for all PAU Clubs

1912 N. 10th 686-1051 ~cAllen

To wish
everyone

($12) 682-4792

-- ··--

CAN YOU IDENTIFY 111£SB FOUR P£()PL£
WITH THE SMILES ON THBI. FACB.11

NOTHING TO IT!!!!!
No. I is a praf~r at PAU, and just Opened ao
account at National Ba111t of Commerce, Edu,bW'Sf
No. 2 is a stiff membe, at PAU, banb at NatiOnal
Bank of Commerce, Edinbu.rs. and just found out
how low their inltallment loan ratee are.
No. 3 and No. 4 ate atudentl at PAU, but at (you
guessed it) National Bank of -Commerce, Ed'iabur1,
and ue thinking about the special NBC student cbecll:ing accounts and student loan proaram..
WE'D LIKE TO PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE TOOi
WHY NOT GIVE US A CALL Oil DROP BY?

Joyous Christmas
~nd .a year
filled with
Peace
and
Happiness.

IVERSI

" THE MONEY MANAGER'$ BAN~"

National
Bank of

Commerce.

P.O. Box 660 I Edinburg, Texas 78539 / 512 383-0171

BOOKSTOR
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Special Topics Offered
For Sophomore English
Four
special
topics
courses will be taught in the
spring semester as options
to satisfy the sophomore
English requirements.
Course titles, listed under
the heading of 2308 in the
schedule, include
these
choices; The Evolution of
the Hero in English Literature taught by Margaret
Baltis; Contemporary Literature with a Creative Writing
Option, taught by Ted
Daniel; Twentieth Century
Women Writers, taught by
Jan Seale; Twentieth Century Fantasy, taught by
Fernando de Luna.

Baltis, chairman of the
departmental
sophomore
committee for English, cautions students to remember
they can receive ·only three
hours credit fot:-.-ny .collrs'e
nq~bered' noi·e'l,e1ftln)ugh
the ~ics are different.
. T-he· department first offered spe-cial topics in _I 9'7 4.
Since th'at time, 16 different
courses have bee.,n-taugfit.
As usual, the clepartment
also has its regajar offerings
at the sophomore level.
These choices are English
2301 and 2302, Survey of
English Literature, designed
for English majors arid' mi-

nors, but c pen to all students; 2303, Reading.s in
American Literature; 2JOS
Readings in English Lltera=
ture; 23 07, Readings in General Literature; and 2309,
Technical Report Writing.
Most students have complete freedom of choice
from
these possibilities;
There is no particular sequence. Some students, however, must satisfy th.eir own·
departmental requirements
with a particular course
such as Technical Report
Writing, English 2309. Baltis
suggests students check their
degree plans if in doubt.

Student Services Officer Hired
Pan American University
has recently added a new officer to the Student Services
Department Judy Pranter
was hired on Nov. 28 under
the manpower program.
She has a BA in English
from Henderson State College in Arkansas, and an MS
in Student Personnel and
Guidance from Oklahoma
tate University.

Pranter is experienced in
the field of student services.
While at Oklahoma State
she had an assistantship in
student affairs and an internship as the vice president for
the student services office.
She also worked with international students, student
organizations and staff development projects.
Amon~ her new duties

~

Today's Paper:

Is Last Issue·:

here at Pan Am are: Research
for student recruitment
from high schools for the
Division of Student Affairs,
help with a financial aid
brochure which will contain
information students need
FREE THROW - Edlnburv Dally Review spor1S Editor Rick Arriol;-.ri_.t) ncelves his trophy
for financial aid and the
conducting of a student sur- after winning the ninth annual News Media Free Throw contest Saturday night. The event, sponsored
vey to try to determine .by the Pan American Athletic Department, occurred during half-time at ~h~ Bronc-Texas A&I game.
whether the student services About 15 contestants-from news organizations as far away as Cropus Christi competed for the best of
are meeting student needs. five shots at the trophy. Arriola, a Pan Am student, shot four of five. Charles Redd, Pan Am sports
promotion director presented the trophy. Review Photographer Jorge Villarreal also competed, shootPranter, who said she was ing three of five. His best shot of the evening, however, was this photo~raph.
impressed by Pan Am, is 31
years old and is the wife of
Charles Pranter instructor at
the Behavioral Sciences Department here at Pan Am.
Dr. Martha Tevis Kinard, riculum and Instruction at mining educational needs,
She is located in the Hous- associate professor in the De- Pan American University, de- developing programs to meet
ing Office, University Cen- partment of Secondary Cur- livered the presidential ad- them and promoting the
ter, room I 07.
dress at the Southwestern passage of legislation to asPhilosophy of Education sure adoption and financing
Society's annual conference of the appropriate educaat University of Southwest- tional programs.
The associate professor
ern Louisiana.
Dr. Kinard's presentation, is a member of the execu"The Benefits of Paternal- tive committee of SWPES,
ism: LBJ and Education," an associate fellow of the
discussed factors which in- Philosophy of Education
fluenced the development Society and a member of
of LBJ's paternalistic atti- the American Classical Astude and the positive bene- sociation, Educational Stufits of this attitude in deter- dies Association.

Dr. Kinard Delivers Address

WHITE.FLOUR

PATOS
"'T•v'em You'll Love 'em."
Mrs. G. Own Reclpl. .
Dellclou1 Mexican Pletes
F-4ome Made Flour Tortillas
Take Home by Pint h~•Quar
Tonllla• by The oo·~n

TO BE IN OUR
\

~

383•0725 Edinbuit

across from P.A.U.

612•3176 McAll•h
Corner of 23rd 6,
Pecan

'

•.:•

The human resources
center of the School of
Business Administration at
Pan American Univetsity
has announced money available to fund 25 scholarships
of $300 each for the spring
semester.
The full tuition scholarships plus book allowances
are available for enrollees in
the bachelor of arts in economics degree program with
human resources specialization, according to Robert
Lopez, a counselor in the
human resources program.
Lo ez said the deadline

for applying for the scholarships is Jan. 10, and application should be made to Dr.
Roy Flores, director of the
center.
The center was established in 1974, under a fouryear Manpower Institutional grant funded by the U. S.
Department of Labor.
Those applying for the
scholarships must be declared majors in economics
with human resources specialization and have above
average academic credentials, Lopez emphasized.

Guerra·s Tortllla

PRE-SEASON
SPECIAL

ANr»

42.99

Bakery

~~

SPECIALIZINC IN:

.&,f!f4.1
rust,
or renard
leather ... now at
big savingsi..
a Centro Mel~~Alen

Human Resources Scholarships Available

(

•
••
•
••

Corn cl Superior Flour Tortillas
Tamales
Mosa
Menudo
Bar-B-Que
....,,
Pan Dulce

923 E Schunior

Whol1111le

a.

retall
ORDERING
DEPT. 383-4731
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Broncs Travel West For Date With Idaho State
Bronc Foe Beat UCLA
The folks who sniff and
sneer and ask, "Why doesn't
Pan Am play somebody
good, like UCLA", can
stop sneering this week. Because the Pan Am basketball
team will be palying a team
that has proved it is better
than UCLA.
Idaho State University's
talented
Bengals
from
Pocatello, Idaho, gunned
down the 10-times-nationalcharnpions UCLA Bruins
from Los Angeles when
they met on a neutral court
in the 1977 regional playoffs.
Before 21,639 screaming
spectators in Utah, the cool
l daho State team fought
from behind to overcome

UCLA, 76-7S. UCLA was
ranked No. 2 nationally.
The boxscore of that
game is so immortalized in
Idaho history that Idaho
State prints it in its basketball program. And 6-10 Jeff
Cook, whose 14 rebounds
sealed UCLA's doom, returns to give Idaho State a
true All-America candidate.
On Friday night in Las
Cruces, N.M., Pan Am will
challenge Idaho State in the
first round of the Roadrunner Classic Tournament at
New Mexico State's sparkling, 13 ,222-capacity Pan
American Center.
Just the chance to meet
the conquerors of UCLA
ranks as a feather in the
scheduling.cap of Bill White,
Pan Am athletic director

ad•II• mery

"Well-Kept Secret"
After watching the Broncs thoroughly humiliate
the A&I Javs last Saturday night, I couldn't help but
wonder if maybe just maybe, the athletic department
does have a "weli-kept secret" under wraps.
Like the Trojans sneaking up on the Greeks, the
Broncs have fooled their first three opponents.
Tell the truth coach you planned it this way. You
really don't need anyb~dy taller than 6' 7" as long as
the team keeps burning up the nets as they've been
doing.
You guys don't need any rebounds because you
just don't miss!
Now, back to reality. The Broncs have been a surprise this year. l·.don't know how many of you skeptics are left out there, but I was one of them.
I didn't think the Broncs could beat a taller Air
Force team. I was wrong.
I didn't think the Broncs had a chance against the
Houston Cougars, yet they almost won the game. I
was wrong. Again.
I thought the A&I game would be a close, exciting
one. I woke up long enough to make one free throw
in the Big Shootout, then relapsed into a peaceful
slumber.
What Coach White has given up is a well-balanced
team that should, with a couple o f breaks, have a fantastic season. Well, good anyway.
I congratulate you, fellas.

and head coach. White scheduled boldly when he added
teams like Houston and
Idaho State.
Adding the U.S. Air
Force Academy was no
patsy, either. After Pan Am
outdefensed Air Force on
Nov. 2S by a score of 857 1, Air Force
turned
around and whipped tall
Colorado University of the
Big Eight by 19 points.
Now this test with Idaho
State gives Pan Am another
important early game.
"By the end of De-cember we'll know what we've
got-or haven't got," White
says, a bit grimly. Before
the month is out the Broncs
will have faced Idaho State,
New Mexico State (perhaps
twice), .Lamar and Southwestern Louisiana, besides
Texas A&I and Trinity.
" ldaho State made a
great selection when they
picked Lynn Archibald as
their head basketball coach,"
says Coach Jerry Tarkanian
of Nevada-Las Vegas. "I
think Lynn will do a great
coaching job and I know no
one will work harder than
he works. He will continue
the great tradition of Idaho
State basketball."
The new Idaho State
coach previously served as
Tarkanian's
assistant at
Nevada-Las Vegas before being assistant at the University of Southern California.
Archibald
replaced Jim
Killin~worth, who moved
to Oklahoma State.

'A Depth of Character'

The Idaho State press
guide calls them, "This
Year's Bengals-a Young
Team, with a Depth of
Character."
Cook, the All-Big Sky
center, draws rave notices
from the press guide. " His
fine outside shooting, red
hair, fiery temperament,
muscle underneath, and
competitiveness bring Dave
Cowens to mind," the book
says.
As if that weren't enough,
Idaho State picked up JC
All-American
Lawrence
Butler, a 6-3 deadeye guard
from West Texas JC. Every
major college in Texas
. coveted Butler. .tjut he and
backcourt buddy Allen
Corder, who had 297 assists
in a 34-4 season, wen t West.
"This is smart, intelligent team that will work
harder than other teams,"
says
Coach
Archibald.
"Some other teams will
have better talent than ISU,
but from what I've seen no
one will compare in character with what we have.
" ISU will use eight or
nine players in a regular
rotating basis, due to our
good depth. Virtually every
player on me rvster is capable of starting, so we'll use
them all."
The Bengals boast so
many good outside shooters
that the Idaho State coach
states, "Our strongpoint will
be shooting off a defined offense.

a

Information
Couns~llnr •

Give the guy in the next
lane ~e "HI" sign!

A ' Texas Nonprofit Corporation
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Call in
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Messages:
• Brights

LOCATIONS

Weddings -

Funeral Designs •

Corsages · Potted P

ConpateWle
HOLIDAY SPECIALS

383-6822 & 383-86 11
Hwy. 281

Tex.as A&I came to town
Rex Spain was the fifth
for a basketball game last Bronc scorer in double fiSaturday night.
gureswith IO points.
There was a basketball
game played, but the JaveTaylor also led in relinas weren't in it, as the
Broncs wiped them out 11 S- bounds with I I while
S8:lisbery picked off eight.
6S.
d .
Five players score m Wilbanks led the team in as•
doubles figures for the sis ts with 12.
Broncs. Henry Taylor led
Pan Am played Trinity
the massacre with 23 points.
Randy Woods added 22; last night at the PAU FieldMichael Edwards pumped house, but the final score
in 20; and Danny Salisb~ry was not available as of press
time.
had 18.

1Texas Problem Pregnancy Center

Personal Attention

•AFS. -Fm • 1,,1e11ora

A&IGivenRude Welcome

Confidential
Referrals

*****

•

pressure. The emphasis will
be on aggressive man ( to
man) defon~I' "
And that's how Idaho
State upended UCLA and
sent Coach Gene Bartow to
a new coaching job in
Alabama. The question is
now, who's going to beat
Idaho State?

---;;ROe'Ii·i -,,iiaii'cY--1

This is our last issue this semester. I'd like to thank'
my friends who helped me through my first sportsoriented journalistic endeavors.
Thanks to Harry Quin, publications advisor, Jim
McKone, sports information director, Yolanda at intramurals, Dee Dee and Mary at the athletic office,
the soccer team, and The Pan American staff.
By the way, I sincerely wish for each of you a
Happy Holiday season. See you next year.

given to

"We will employ either
the five-man Passing Game
or use ~ high-post offense
with Jeff Cook at the post.
Wt>. will have the capability
of changing back and forth
during the game. Defensively we will switch between
man-to-man and zone during the game, with full-court

McAllen
2618 N. 10th
Herbs Colonial

V~e
f,87.4342

&JinbUTfl:
31.1 E. Universily
Las Pa /mas . \,!
ShoppU'I{{ Cent.er
383-5901

• Help

• Blinkers on • I'm lost
• No

• You idiot!

• Yes
• Thanks
• Wanna party?
• You're cute!
Pull over
• Are you attached?
Follow me
• I love you!

• Get lost
• By~
• Some to you turkey!
• Toke me I'm yours
• Let me poss
• Get off my toil
• Plus two blanks for
your own mcssoves.

For those drivers who wan, to get tt,eir ~
messages across and don't have a lot of
money to spenc&. ••• here's the '~poor
man's C.B.! 21 printed messages on a
light paddle sign turn you into the silvertongued wizard of the highway. Get to
know that attractive motorist next to you
·or let the road hog in front of you know
how you feel.

L1 Pl111

Mtll-McAllt■

,111,,11••.•,.....1111

II C11tre-Phrr
llnr lriH Mtll•lertft
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Harlem Globetrotters In McAllen Dec. 19
The clowns of basketball
will be in the Valley Dec. I 9.
McAllen will become the
basketball capital of the
world when the fabled
Harlem Globetrotters play
at the McAllen High School
gym.
Fans in the Rio Grande
Valley will find out first
hand why the Globetrotters
are hailed was the World's
Greatest Family Entertainment.
Now in their second halfcentury of entertaining fans
of all ages, the Trotters are
more successful than ever.

-

Women's Basketball Returm
From Tournament With Trophy

10, 110 DOl'T DO IT - Radio & TV personalities battled it
out against Valley newspapermen in a basketball game prior to the
Dec. 3 meeting with A&I. KRGV sportscaster Dave Brown shows
off his form as he tries for two. The Radio & TV guys beat the
newspapermen in overtime.

Despite a 94-49 loss to
the champion University of
Texas, the Pan American
University women's basketball team brought home a
big trophy as consolation
runner-up in the George
West Tournament.

Radio-TV Men Defeat
Newspapermen In Overtime
A hustling, ball-hawking
Valley Radio-TV team of
newsmen barely outlasted
the Valley Newspaper team
in overtime, 33-32.
High-point man Lon
Bason of KRGV-TV scored
the winning basket on a rebound he muscled in with
45 seconds to go. He led
both teams with 15 points.
Dave Brown , another big
man for KRGV-TV for the
Radio-TV casters, scored
two quick goals as his team
zipped to a quick lead. He
finished with eight points.
Teammate Robert Ramirez
of KGBT-TV added five
points.
Ronnie Zamora of the
Valley Morning Star came in
with a hot hand, scoring J 2
points, as the Newspapermen f~rged .~even , points_

ahead at one point. Jerry
Miller of the McAllen Monitor added six points and
Miller Bonner of the Associated Press added five.

Pan Am edged Wharton
College, 88-86J to reach the
consolation finals, but then
lost to Angelo State, 82-36.

Fencers Compet:e
With SoutlunotL

Gloria Benavidez and
Sheryl James carried the
Lady Broncs through the
tournament with their strong
Lance
Morrow,
Pan scoring and rebounding. But
American University fencer, Pan Am was run into the
won all five of his bouts ground by Texas, which had
to win a dual foil tourna- 11 people score, even
ment against Texas South- though James tallied 19 and
most College.
Benavidez 16.
Gary Seloff and Tito
Contreras, both 3-2, finished
second and third for Southmost.
Other competitors from
the PAU fencing class, taught
by Dr. Mary Lee Rabke,
were Dan Jones, Courtney
Wo~d and -~uan Alaniz. ~-

- ~~~~~

Last year alone, the Trotters
played to more than three
million people in cities and
towns from Sou th America
to Australia.
This will be th~ir first appearance in the Rio Grande
Valley.
The famed Magicians of
Basketball have now played
to more than 85-million people in more than 13 000
games in 94 countries. '
Joining the Trotters in
their McAllen appearance
will be a line-up of three
spectacular variety acts;
famed foot jugglers Chester

.:

Cable; acrobats, Gerard and
Ursula; and, the · trampoline
artistry of The Rounders.
Throughout their SO-year
history, fans always have
played a major role in the
Trotters' success.
Wherever they play, the
team is always hailed as the
"home team." It's a distinction other teams only dream
about.

Tickets for the Dec. 19
McAllen game, priced at $5
general admission, are now
on sale at Pro Sports and
Christopher's Men's Wear in
McAllen; Edin burg's Hardware; tlie Sportsman in Harlingen; and Marti Sports at
North Plark Plaza in Brownsville.

***
PE
NEWS

Now with a 4-4 record,
the Lady Broncs won't play
again until a home game Jan.
11 against Southwestern.

CAMP Wms Spirit
Group Award
Pan Am's season opener
also marked the university's
spirit night.
Awarded first place for
their spirit were CAMP members. Second place went to'
Kappa Delta and third place
was awarded to Delta Zeta.
For information as to
when prizes may be picked
up, members of the winning
organizations can call the
athletic department, 3812228.

Rowtdball Action
In men's intramural basketball, Gobac defeated
APO 60-21 last Monday night. Rene Garcia had 22
points for th.e winning team, while Joe Estapa scored
nine for APO.
The Ropers beat the Firebirds, 18-15. Debby
Primesburger had five points for the Ropers and Zelda
Guerra had six for the Birds.
Women's APO was beaten by H&PE, 20-12. Celia
Garza had 16 points for the losing team and Camila
Garza had IO for the winners.
On Tuesday night, the Latin Stars were defeated
by the Untouchables, 49-40. High scorers for both
teams were Robert Grigsby with 16 for the Stars and
Daniel Firova with 18 for the Untouchables.
The Tigers defeated DeFeet, 49-44, with David
Contreras scoring 16 for DeFeet and Mario Hernandez
scoring 23 for the Tigers.
On Wednesday, the Latin Stars defeated DeFeet
54-39 for third place in men's intramurals. Oscar
Escobar has 13 points for the Stars while Rene Garcia
has 19 for DeFeet.
In the championship game, the Untouchables beat
the Tigers, 57-46. Rick Pena scored 16 points in a
winning effort and Mario Hernandez had 22 for the
Untouchables.
Finals results were; first place, Untouchables, second place, Tigers, third place Latin Stars, and fourth
place DeFeet.
_

Women's Basketball Results

Women's intramural basketball results are as follows:
first place--H&PE Club, second place-APO, third
place-Ropers, and fourth place, Firebirds.

THE FAMILY GYM
"LIFELINE AS SEEN ON TV
$23.85 JUMP ROPES $5.95

HEY LOOK!
~

WARM-UPS RANGER
KINGFISH

1-l 100% Polyester Doubleknit

100% Acrylic Tripleknit~

1/3 OFF!

TENNIS RAQUETS

SHOES

BASKETBALL
CROSS COUNTRY
JOGGING
TENNIS,
ALL 1/3 OFF
RANGER JERSEYS
BUY TWO GET ONE FREE!

MACGREGOR & JAGUAR
1/3 OFF!
JUST IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS
-!

1000/4 Polyester Doubleknit

SALE ENOS DEC. 24, 1977

i1
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LUNAS' SPORTING CENTER

.. ~ 120 S. 13th ½ block N. Edinburg Hardware

.
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1==. . . . . . . . . . . .Broncs Can'tM,ss
=

How do you spell teamwork? At Pan American
University, they spell it
W-i-1-b-a-n-k-s.
John Wilbanks, the short
but tough son of a Baptist
minister in Atlanta, Georgia,
jelled an all-junior Pan Am
basketball team into unexpected success last season.
He did it by making 31 1
passes that fed teammates
for field goals, thus breaking two of Pan Am's alltime assists records. He got
22 in one game.
Now the 6-foot, 165pounder returns for his senior season having high hopes
of bettering last time's 17-9
record.
"Frankly, I was disappointed last year," Wilbanks
admitted
"We lost some games we
shouldn't have lost. A case
in point was.Texas A&I (7978). I felt we shouldn't have
lost at Denver or at Wisconsin-Milwaukee either. Take
away those three and we
should have had a 20-win
season."
Opponents respected the
role Wilbanks played in
blending a group of total
strangers into a unit, on the
court, under the direction
of Coach Bill White.
"(Henry) Taylor kil1ed us
inside,
and
(Michael)
Edwards killed us outside,
but it was that blank-blank
little Wilbanks who beat us,"
one disgusted opponent
snarled in summation.
The statistics tell the
story. Those 3 11 assists, an
average of 12 per game,
·meant that all four of
Wilbanks' teammates averaged scoring in double
figures.
And
Wilbanks
chipped in 10.3 points himself while leading the team
in steals (7 6) and pulling
down a steady 3 .5 rebounds.
His value to t he team
showed up outside the boxscores, too. He frustrated
many a 2-on-l fast break
with alert defense. And he
won a couple of games with
heady play, such as glancing
at the clock while running
full-speed down t he court
after a steal, and checking
t hat he had enough time to
pass off for a percentage
shot that beat the buzzer,
and Beat Centenary, 80-79.
His records, breaking assists marks set by Pan Am's
legendary
Jesus (Chuy)
Guerra,
didn't go
to
Wilbanks' head.
" Records are an added
t hing--a bonus," he said.
" Records aren 't really somet hing I' m looking to do. If

John Wilbanks
I were looking for personal
things, I'd probably want
to shoot more.
"But playing my position, you want to be more
team oriented. The idea is
to win games. My job is to
try to control the tempo of
the game, to slow it down
when it gets ragged, and
when it's too slow, to get
something going with the
fast break .
"If I could do that I'd be
pleased. If I were to go in
more, I could get more rebounds, but my job is to be
the safety valve. All my rebounds are defensive."
Wilbanks carries one of
the highest grade-point averages ever achieved by a PAU
athlete in any sport, 3.85 on
a 4.0 scale. In 11 courses at
PAU he has earned IO A's
and one B (in Business
Math). He's majoring in Business Management.
" I think we look strong
this season--bu t we 'II have
to be stronger lo play the
teams we'll be meeting. Our
schedule is much improved."
He's always been noted
as a team player~videnced
by the fact that, three of
the past four seasons,
Wilbanks has quarterbacked
basketball teams where all
five starters averaged scoring
10 or more points. He did it
at North Fulton High in
Atlanta and at Anderson JC
in South Carolina before doing it again at Pan Am.
Wilbanks' parents are the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Oliver
Wilbanks of Atlanta, where
Rev. Wilbanks is associate
pastor of the Wieuca Road
Baptist Church.
Among the basketball records that Wilbanks broke
last season, he collected 17
assists during Pan Am's
tough 107-105 defeat at
New Mexico Sta te.

***

Wit~ SuchFine Talent·-7

If Danny Salisbery can
blend his considerable talents into Pan American University's unique style of
team basketball, the Broncs
could be walking tall into
their strenuous schedule.
At 6-foot-7 and 202
pounds, Salisbery gives Pan
Am a bunch of new options
both offensively and defensively.
"I don't have any personal
goals this season,"
Salisbery says, choosing his
words carefully (a good idea
for newcomers on any
team), "because I'm just a
junior.
"We have four seniors
starting. I figure this is their
season."
When asked what he believes his role on the ballclub
to be, Salisbery sums it up
neatly, "as a rebounder- a
defender-and a small-time
scorer."
Why "small-time scorer?"
Not many ballplayers would
describe themselves that
way.
"Because of the way the
team can score." Salisbery
says, referring to the prior
scoring averages of Michael
(20.3 ),
Henry
Edwards
Taylor (19.2), Randy Woods
{I 5.5) and John Wilbanks
(10.3).

lege the past two seasons,
Salisb_ery _says the m_ere ~act
of bemg 1,n the start1_ng hneup doesn t bother_h1m, one
way or the other, Ju_st so he
gets lots of playing time.

-

***

one or two others have
worked well in there at
times. The chances are, all
of them will play a bunch.
Although he started every
game at Temple Junior Col-

-S
p
0
R
T

s

"We've got some good
shooters in our lineup. We
need more rebounding, and
I think we 'II have it this
year. And our bench looks
definitely stronger than it
did last year, scoring more
points. You've got to have a
good bench to win.

White· has experimented
with several men in that
fifth spot among the starters. Salisbery has been working as the fifth spot among
t he starters. Salisbery has
been working as t he fifth
man more than most. However, 6-7 Re x Spain, 6-6
Leonard Moore, 64 veteran
Jim Ed Holland and maybe

A team leader for Temple
JC, Salisbery sparked his

Danny Salisbery

Obviously the versatile
big man from Temple, Tex.,
has done some thinking
about his role in Coach Bill
White's team-play concept.
"We have to mix up our
defenses, because we don't
have the big, strong inside
men who can hold up the
big post man from scoring,"
Salisbery believes. "We have
to change our defenses to
mix up the taller teams.

"Our biggest strengths
are quickness, good shooting, good ball-handling and
smart play."

The speedy big man from
Temple, who was a very
big baseball shortstop in
high school, impressed people as a good player last basketball season in JC. He averaged 19 points, 11 rebounds
and four assists.

team into the regional finals
where a 71-70 Joss to Sa~
Jacinto hurt less after San
Jacinto finished No. 2 nationally.
"Danny Salisbery is a
l~ader, like John McDowell
led Pan Am to ~ 2-2 and 205 seasons and now is a graduate assistant in the Athletic
Department.)
And the Broncs hope
Salisbery's fine JC statistics
carry over into NC' AA majorcollege basketball.

I GIVE UP -- A&I player no. 15 seems to reflect the attitude of
the A&l team as Henry Taylor makes the layup look easy. The
Broncs thoroughly thrashed the A&I Javelinas in the Dec. 3 meeting.
Taylor had 23 points for the Broncs in the 115-65 win.
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THE GREATEST SELECTION OF BOOTS
IN THE SOUTH
Tony Lama -· .1-Ely Walker
JusUn
.,.
Dan Post
Durango
Texas
Nocona
Wrangler
A!so a complete line of Quality Work Boots
and Name belts and buckles
383-9321

and

e Reminds You

There 11
No Service Chara•
.~:: -~ :- On Student Accounts

...A....
,. • ·,"l .

FIRSTSTATEBANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg.Texp.S 785.3S
M EMBER FDr~
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Broncs Merit Mention In S.I. Issue-"

(

The Sports Illustrated Jinx
Maybe
the
famous
"Sports Illustrated Jinx" is
alive and well.
No sooner had the Pan
American University Broncs
rated a rare favorable mention in Sports Illustrated
the Nov. 28 issue, they lost
that very night at the University of Houston, 85-81.
The special College Basketball Issue picked the nation 's top 20 teams, then
named a few other outstanding ballclubs by region. The
way SI figures it, Pan Am is
located in the Midwest.
(Their other three regions
are East, Mideast and West.)
Anyway, the Broncs did
merit their best pre-season
mention from SI since becoming an NCAA major independent I O years ago.
The article on the Midwest
began like this:
"North Texas State must
have unsightly dandruff.
Why else was the Mean
Green, which had a 43-10
record the ast two seasons,

ignored by the NCAA and
NIT selection committees?
North Texas may absolutely
force a postseason invitation
-this yea0owever, because
it has four starters back to
work with Jon Manning, a
high-scoring transfer from
Oklahoma City. Somebody
has to notice.
"Another well-kept secret
is Pan American, which defeated North Texas twice
last year in an up-and-<lown
17-9 season.

fornia high schoolers to go
with Ron Baxter, who averaged nine rebounds and I 7
points a game as a freshman. 'When you get a foot
in the door,' says Lemons,
'you keep on going_back."'

by helpmg to stop three
good-sized home-court winning streaks in four nights-at the University of New Orleans (1 o.,..straight), at North
Texas State (19) and at Pan
American (20).

Twice in One Issue

''He scored 42, 34 and
30 and hurt all three teams'
hopes for NCAA tournament bids."

"The Broncs also have
four regulars available from
that team. All averaged in
double figures. Pan Am
makes the going great at
home, but it crashed too often on the road last season."

Pan Am has 10 road
games left on its schedule,
starting against UCLA-killer
Idaho State next Friday
night at the Roadrunner
Classic Tournament in New
Mexico.
And it seems to be getting ougher and tougher to
win on the road, although
" ....on one ambitious the teamwork-oriented ballroad trip . last season," clubs like Pan Am seem to
Sports Illustrated reported, do a better job of it than
"William~ proved his mettle the one-on-one specialists.

The Midwest article concluded by mentioning the
University of Texas, coached
by Pan Am's former coach.
· "The SWC team of the
future is Texas, or as A&M
Coach Shelby Metcalf calls
the Longhorns, 'The University of California at Austin.' Coach Abe Lemons
brQ1!8hUn t!J.ree more Cali-

Sports Illustrated mentioned Pan American University twice in the issue.
The other call came in a
brief feature article about
Freeman Williams of Portland State of Oregon.
Williams won the NCAA
major-college scoring crown
last season, averaging 37
points. Pan Am held him to
30 but he zipped 24 of
them the second half to tag
the Broncs with their sole
home-court..defeat, 78-72.

PR()BLEM PREGANCY
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Co•fldentlal

Texas Problem pregnancy Cente
A Tex,•s Nonprofit Corporation
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How to Win on the Road?

Snack Bar
BRIND AD. AND YOU'LL GET A l;OKE
IF YOU PLAY GOLF
1¼ miles South of 107 on N. 10th

After the first 13 minutes

The UH's play-by-play
reveals that between 6:24
on the clock and 2:34, a
space of less than four minutes, the officials whistled
six fouls on Pan Am. This
may not sound like much.
But the pace translated to
an unheard-of 60 fouls
called on one team for a
40-minute game.

?f rthe ball game, the battlmg Broncs had stunned
Houston by jumping 1O
points ahead, 34-24. At that
point Pan Am had been sitting back in its 2-3 zone and·
had committed just one personal foul. Houston has
fouled seven times.
So
what
happened?
Houston called time out.
The Hofheinz Pavilion crowd
started getting on the two
Southwest Conference officials, Clyde lglinsky and
Dan Watson. And in the
next seven minutes they
whistled seven fouls on Pan
Am, compared to just two
on the home team. Needless
to add, Pan Am still was

the hometown
Even
Houston Post questioned
some of those calls, especially the disallowing of an "apparent field goal" by Pan
Am's Michael Edwards th at
would have put the Broncs
12 points ahead. The ball
went up and in, but the referees wouldn't count it.

*******
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383-8581

THE

828-9316

BARBERSHOP

working out of its zone defense and trying not to foul.

Minitunt Golf

.SAN ANTONIO

FALCON'S

Pan Am's 85-81 loss at
Houston was a case in point.

OISCO MACHINE
TRAV ELING DISCO
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LIVE DJ'S & LIGHT SHOW

)
383-9332

or

CARA\IELLE
SWINGERS
DV 9ULO\IA

383-1533

ASK FOR EDEN OR EDDIE GUERRA

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY

EDINBURG

EL FENIX BAlC..lllY
~

ARTISTIC CAKE DESIGNS
383-9102
718-F~ Ul!iffl'llitr Dr.
Edinburg, TX
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ONLY

OWNER
FROM

$3495

Give her two gifts for the
price of one. A precisionjeweled, Bulova-bred watch
by Caravelle. Shock resistant
and anti-magnetic. And a
gleaming golden•hued pendant,
swinging from its own 24-inch
chain. An up-to-the-minute jewelry
fashion in a variety of designs.

·~t·
tt'
·:!7 :f!J.~! ..~. '~?.P
205 S. CAGE BLVD.· PHARR. 717•"'8
We cles,gn ond set d,om0t1d ""9' to you, own style.

